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I. SUMMARY REPORT:  

The mission of the Arctic Domain Awareness Center (ADAC) is to develop and transition 

technology solutions, innovative products, and educational programs to improve situational 

awareness and crisis response capabilities related to emerging maritime challenges posed by 

the dynamic Arctic environment. The mission of ADAC is oriented to support the domain 

awareness needs of the U.S. Coast Guard as the principal customer of the center. 

 

Through this mission ADAC addresses the Department of Homeland Security (DHS) Science and 

Technology Directorate’s visionary goal to Enable the Decision Maker, as stated in the 

President’s National Strategy of the Arctic, May 2013: Enhance Arctic Domain Awareness, 

Enable the Decision maker, and Consult/Coordinate with Alaska Natives. 

 

In order to achieve this mission, the University of Alaska has led and engaged a consortium of 

16 partners geographically distributed among a distinguished group of universities, research 

institutions, industry leaders and the Alaskan Native community.  The ADAC team consisted of 

experts in engineering and science, entrepreneurs experienced in technology transition, and 

experienced executives from private industry with indigenous knowledge provided by Alaskan 

community members.   

 

In addition to the University of Alaska Fairbanks teammates within the University of Alaska 

System, partner universities included the University of Idaho, University of Washington, Maine 

Maritime Academy, and the Woods Hole Institute. The industry partners were MDA Systems, 

GeoNorth, Lockheed Martin, AeroVironment, Dynamic Spectrum, Robotic Technology, AXIOM 

and the Port of Anchorage.  The Native Village of Gamble in the Bering Strait was the Alaskan 

Village community member.  Dr. Helena Wisniewski was ADAC's executive director and 

principal investigator and also served as Vice Provost for Research and Graduate Studies at UAA 

and President of Seawolf Holdings.  

 

The specific goals of ADAC were to enable decision makers by providing incident commanders 

with actionable information to respond to intentional and unintentional catastrophic events 

and to provide predictive models and capabilities for preparing for these events.  

 

ADAC’s primary objectives to achieve these goals included developing systems that 

systematically observe, assess, predict, and alert stakeholders of Arctic environmental changes, 

globalization changes, vessel movement, waterway use, incursion, Arctic sea ice and storm 

surge, oil spills, and intentional and unintentional catastrophic events. Another objective was to 

seek to integrate these systems into ADAC’s Integrated Intelligent System of Systems (IISoS) in 
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order to collect, integrate, and fuse data from multiple heterogeneous sources.  These 

included: Community Based Observer Networks (CBONS), ADAC-developed sensors for remote 

arctic monitoring, long range Unmanned Underwater Vehicles (UUV) developed by ADAC for oil 

detection in and under ice, and new models incorporating Arctic sea ice and currents, various 

existing databases for real time data, and data and models from multiple agencies. ADAC 

sought to use “Big Data” methods to analyze, determine gaps, detect patterns and trends of 

Arctic activities and incorporate an agent-based modular approach for intelligent processing 

that included value judgements and prediction. For this first year of work, ADAC made progress 

in laying foundations, establishing projects, and starting a network of collaboration—all 

oriented to advance on these objectives. 

 

Accordingly, the following is a summary of milestones, metrics, Technology Readiness Levels 

(TRLs) and outcomes of individual projects.  A more complete description is provided in Section 

III.  In some cases, individual projects completed 100% of their milestones.  Overall across all 

projects, 83% of milestones were totally completed or partially completed (partial means more 

than 62% accomplished). Regarding TRLs, across all projects 74% were graded “4” or higher, 

some individual projects achieved TRL 5 and 6 levels. 

 

 Community-Based Observer Networks (CBON) (Project PI Dr. Lil Alessa, University of 

Idaho): The CBON project successfully completed all of its Year 1 milestones and achieved 

TRL 5.  A change was that a planned demonstration involving the USCG and AeroVironment 

was postponed until Year 2 work.  There were no unanticipated problems and obstacles 

reported in Year 1 work.  CBON outcomes will advance or impact current policy, plans, 

technologies or capabilities: by incorporating indigenous knowledge with technology to 

enhance search and rescue efforts, climate changes detection, and detection of 

catastrophic events with data that is often not discovered with technology. It creates a 

dataset that would not be possible without community engagement. 

 

 Modeling efforts (Project PI, Dr. Jinlun Zhang, University of Washington and Dr. Tom 

Ravens UAA ):  There are three principle modeling efforts: High resolution modeling of 

Arctic sea ice and currents led by Dr. Jinlun Zhang, oil spill modeling for the Bering, Chukchi 

and Beaufort Seas, led by Dr. Tom Ravens, and real time storm surge and coastal flooding 

forecasting for Western Alaska, also led by Dr. Ravens.  Storm surge model for Norton 

Sound is ahead of schedule. Successes include a modeling system that provides storm surge 

“now-casts.” Forecasting for the Yukon-Kuskokwim (YK) delta was developed and tested. 

This system was presented to collaborators at National Oceanographic and Atmospheric 

NOAA Administration (NOAA) and National Weather Service (NWS) regional offices.  An 

unanticipated problem was that the developer, GeoNorth, was unable to complete 
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integration of the output of the surge model into the Integrated Intelligent System of 

Systems (IISoS).  However, this problem will be addressed in the Year 2 program, through 

closing GeoNorth’s project work and moving to a new development company to 

incorporate the model outputs. The models for storm surge achieved TRL of 4.  Sea ice and 

current models achieved all of their milestones with a TRL of 3/4 as did the GNOME 

modeling incorporating sea ice with a TRL of 5.  Projected work on modeling efforts should 

advance or impact policy, plans, technologies or capabilities by incorporating Arctic sea 

currents and sea ice into existing models, providing predictive capabilities in addition to 

hindsight, and by increasing resolution.  

 

 Integrated Framework for Monitoring Sea Ice Hazards (Project PI Dr. Andy Mahoney, 

UAF): The project achieved 100% of Year 1 milestones. There were no major changes in the 

direction of research, but there was a change in personnel. Since Dr. Hajo Eicken became 

the acting Director of the International Arctic Research Center at University of Alaska 

Fairbanks, (IARC), Dr. Andy Mahoney assumed duties as Project PI.   Within this integrated 

framework, the Installation at Barrow achieved TRL 6, and TRL of 4/ 5 for High Frequency 

(HF) radar ingestion and Graphic Processing Unit (GPU) processing and analysis of this data. 

Future outcomes will advance or impact current policy, plans, technologies or capabilities 

by providing an increased understanding of key hazards in coastal ice environments.  

 

 Monitoring intentional and unintentional catastrophic events: detecting oil spills through 

measurements of the C and H2) isotope geochemistry in winds (Project PI – Dr. Jeff 

Welker, UAA): All milestones for this project were completed and it achieved TRL 5. No 

unanticipated problems occurred and no changes in direction occurred in Year 1.  Future 

outcomes will advance or impact current policy, plans, technologies or capabilities by 

eventually providing a new means for continuously monitoring oil spills, and sea ice 

expansion and contraction the latter may be used for navigation purposes. 

 

 Integrated Intelligent System of Systems (IISoS) (Project PI Dr. Robert Finkelstein, Robotic 

Technology): The milestones for the design and scenario demonstrations were completed. 

However, an unanticipated problem occurred with the developer.  The result was a delay in 

a completed demonstration version, which will be rescheduled in Year 2 work.  Further 

discussion of the problem is provided in the next section and within the IISoS and E2E 

sections of this document.  The TRL is 4. Future outcomes will advance or impact current 

policy, plans, technologies or capabilities by providing a new capability for data fusion with 

intelligence and the ability to provide prediction and analytic capabilities for planning. 
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 Smart-Cam (Project PIs Dr. Kenrick Mock and Dr. Sam Siewert): 68% of the Smart-Cam 

project’s milestones were achieved. A change in direction occurred as development of a 

Printed Circuit Board (PCB) was placed on hold due to industry advances. Therefore, the 

focus was on the software intelligence development until further determination.  Achieved 

TRL 5 for the PCB, TRL 2 for the power analysis and TRL 4 for the software development.  

This project is projected to be deployed in the Anchorage port in year 2 work.  Future 

outcomes will advance or impact current policy, plans, technologies or capabilities by 

eventually providing a new means for on-site processing of high volume data streams. 

 

 Zensor sensor (Project PI, Dr. Kenrick Mock, UAA): There were no major changes in 

direction for the Zensor sensor project. TRL 4 for the ad hoc sensor network protocols; TRL 

3 for system blueprint (reference platform).  Future outcomes will advance or impact 

current policy, plans, technologies or capabilities by providing an “in situ” sensor network 

for remote monitoring of climate change effects, sea ice conditions and surveillance.  

 

 New Class of propeller driven Long Range AUV (Autonomous Underwater Vehicle) 

(Project PI, Dr. James Bellingham, Woods Hole Oceanographic Institution): The project 

achieved 100 % of milestones and TRL 4. There were no major changes in direction and no 

unanticipated problems. Dr. Bellingham changed affiliations from the Monterey Bay 

Aquarium Research Institute to Woods Hole Oceanographic Institution. Future outcomes 

will advance or impact current policy, plans, technologies or capabilities by providing a long 

range AUV for identification of oil spills in, on and under sea ice.  

 

 Arctic Education: Implementing the Arctic Strategy in Training (Project PI, Victoria 

Blackwood, Maine Maritime Academy): For the navigation course with simulator, this 

project achieved 100% of its milestones. Changes occurred when Dr. Orson Smith retired 

from UAA and subsequently resigned as the Theme Lead and Education Director for ADAC. 

Ms. Blackwell agreed to assume that role.   Future outcomes will advance or impact current 

policy, plans, technologies or capabilities by providing an ice navigation approved 

courseware incorporating the international Polar Code with online knowledge  based 

modules and hands-on simulation modules specific to the Arctic.  This courseware will 

comply with International Maritime Organization (IMO) Standards of Training, Certification 

and Watchkeeping (STCW) and U.S. Coast Guard (USCG) measures of performance. 

 

The ADAC team began developing associations and interactions with stakeholders in the USCG. 

These interactions included meetings, visiting command centers, providing briefings, as well as 

planning workshops and related events. Additional government collaborators include the 

National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) – specifically personnel from NOAA’s 
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Office of Response and Restoration, Emergency Response Division as well as NOAA’s National 

Weather Service Alaska Region.  Furthermore, in the interest of informing a broader 

community, ADAC provided briefings at conferences, state legislatures, and to federal 

representatives and their staffs.  
 

II. CENTER MANAGEMENT ACTIVITIES and EFFORTS through June 2015 

 

Organizational: A work plan was developed for the initial $100,000, followed by a project work 

plan for Year 1 (January 2015 through June 30, 2015) and Year 2 which was approved January 9, 

2015. This included a budget justification.  The center was stood up and the ADAC team began 

weekly meetings with theme leads to discuss administrative items, receive progress reports, 

discuss problems, and share information.  

A SharePoint site was established to track projects. The system provides real-time status and 

project information to project teams regarding ADAC as a whole and for individual ADAC 

projects. The home page summarizes information for ADAC overall and is divided into several 

sections that provide critical “at a glance” information with the ability to “drill-down” to 

individual projects for more detailed information or access links to other relevant material. 

Appendix C has a description of SharePoint’s specific capabilities. 

ADAC held meetings with individual project teams to evaluate their progress and weekly 

conference calls were held with Mr. Theo Gemelas, Program Manager at the Department of 

Homeland Security’s Office of University Programs. Center funds were used for travel to 

stakeholder meetings in Washington D.C., New Haven, Connecticut, and Juneau, Alaska. 

Additional funds were used for staff and researchers’ time to administer and prepare detailed 

work plans and to complete deliverables associated with approved work plans. 

Additional tasks included organizing and holding an end of Year 1 partners meeting as an initial 

review and performing a search for a Center Director.  

ADAC Facilities: The team stood up the center component, then established and equipped 

physical center facilities.  

Marketing: ADAC developed a fact sheet and briefings tailored to specific audiences. The center 

also started development of a web site and created a logo. 

Work to inform stakeholders and the community about ADAC included presentations at the 

Interagency Arctic Research Policy Committee, the U.S. Coast Guard Headquarters Strategic 

Meeting in Washington D.C., the Alaska Congressional Delegation (Representative Young), and 
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at the University of Southern California CREATE – 5th Annual Maritime Risk Symposium, where 

ADAC presented on high latitude chokepoints and vulnerabilities. 

Year 1 Initiatives: During Year 1 work, ADAC began developing proposals for scholarships and 

workshop requirements.  These included a proposal for Career Development Grants (CDG) for 

scholarships, a Climate Change Analytic Requirements Workshop, support to a Best Practices 

for Maritime Operations in Congested Waterways workshop, and an ADAC Arctic Incidents of 

National Significance (IONS) Workshop. The purpose was that each workshop will address a 

specific Arctic incident of national significance scenario formulated by the USCG. The proposed 

workshops will identify research gaps and research questions aimed at closing the gaps with 

relevant research to support the USCG mission before an incident of national significance 

occurs.  

As part of the evaluation of functional performance: ADAC Strategic Planning Committee (SPC) 

held meetings to assess project progress. 

Unanticipated problems noted and addressed: As part of the evaluation process, periodic 

reviews of contractors and partners were held as part of the Strategic Planning Committee 

(SPC) duties. During these evaluations of GeoNorth, the developer for the IISOS, ADAC detected 

issues in their performance. A Statement of Work (SOW) was provided to GeoNorth with 

requirements and specifications for the work.  ADAC found that GeoNorth products were not 

ingesting the required data and models, and were not developing the value judgment module. 

Discussions and meetings were held asking them to rectify the problem. However, late in Year 

1, ADAC assessed GeoNorth would not meet the target of a demo system by the end of June 

2015.  GeoNorth was aware of the problem and by end of Year 1, could only ingest 4 of the 12 

requirements and some of these were only partially fulfilled.   

Changes that occurred: In Integrated Education Dr. Orson Smith retired from UAA and 

subsequently resigned as the Theme Lead and Education Director. In consultation with DHS, 

Ms. Victoria Blackwell, Maine Maritime Academy was appointed to assume that role. Also the 

UAA Director of Diversity who was ADAC’s Director MSI, retired from UAA in February 2015. 

ADAC leadership will restart Educational Outreach in Year 2. 
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III. INDIVIDUAL WORK PLAN BY PROJECTS WITHIN A THEME 

III.1 THEME 1 - MARITIME DOMAIN AWARENESS PROJECT 

Theme Lead – Dr. Thomas Ravens, University of Alaska Anchorage (UAA) 

Email: tmravens@uaa.alaska.edu 

III.1.a PROJECT: Community Based Observer Networks for Situational Awareness (CBONS-SA) 

Principal Investigator: Dr. Lilian Alessa, University of Idaho 

 

Overview of Project:  

The purpose of the CBONS-SA is to employ distributed human observers as sensors to observe 

and document Arctic environmental and globalization changes, which are of significance to 

understanding resource security. By placing observations in sociocultural and economic 

contexts, end users will be able to anticipate, plan and respond to changes through a decision 

support system consisting of an integrated data suite. Locally-based observers, who have an 

intimate knowledge of arctic marine setting, are able to detect and put into context a range of 

variables that are critical to maritime security under different environmental conditions, and to 

develop reliable data streams, in real time, that are compatible with other data streams while 

retaining the added value of contextual description. Local observers will in turn have increased 

capacity to enhance local security and safety, as well as become first responders to natural or 

manmade disasters. This project will provide a data set that is not possible without community 

engagement.  

Summary of Progress thru 06/30/2015:  

Two observers in the community of Gambell have been trained to operate observation 

equipment, including an Iridium satellite phone, Garmin GPS, and Olympus digital camera. 

Observations have been recorded bi-monthly via co-developed observer logs and sent to the 

CBON-SA project management team.  Additionally, real-time observations have been sent via 

the satellite phones to demonstrate reliable communication relays, as well as strengthen 

observational capacity. Image capture and upload is occurring through Dropbox, though not on 

a real-time basis. Community observers are continuously engaged by CBON-SA staff, including 
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regular telephone and email communication as well as participation in the Annual ADAC 

Partners Meeting. 

Progress against Year 1 milestones:  

MILESTONE PROGRESS WHY NOT REACHED 
Completed development and 
documentation of data intake 
templates 

Completed. Observational data 
logs were developed and tested by 
High Fidelity Observers. Logs 
include the latitude and longitude 
of the observations; date of the 
observation; time of the 
observation; what was observed; 
and whether or not a photo of the 
observation was taken. These logs 
allow for non-emergency 
occurrences and observations to be 
recorded and archived to be 
reviewed at a later date if 
necessary. 
 

N/A 

Map communication relays Completed. Real-time observations 
were communicated via Iridium 
satellite phones to the center’s 
interactive spatial portal. Geo-
reference observations appear on 
the portal in real time. 
 

N/A 

Test cell-to-satellite phone image 
capture and upload 

Cell-to-satellite phone image 
capture and upload was 
demonstrated during the partners’ 
meeting June 29-30, 2015. A digital 
camera was provided to the 
observers to capture images, and 
relayed on a delayed timeframe. 
 

N/A 

Train High Fidelity Observers (HFO) Observers were trained on the 
protocols developed and asked to 
modify and update the protocols as 
they were put into practice. One-
on-one training was provided to 
each Observer to utilize the 
equipment supplied including: 
Iridium satellite phone; Garmin 
eTrex handheld GPS; and Olympus 
Tough TG-3 digital camera. This 
training was completed in April of 
2015 in Gambell, AK. Observers 
signed an acknowledgment of 
receipt for the equipment as well 
as training. 

N/A 
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Establish HFO protocols for 
observation and transmittal 

Protocols were developed and 
tested by two observers in Gambell 
during the second half of April, 
2015. No major modifications to 
the protocols were needed for 
project Year 1. The observers have 
demonstrated their ability to 
record and transmit observations 
with the equipment provided. 
 

N/A 

Enhance communication 
capabilities for observers 

Observers were equipped with 
Iridium satellite phones to increase 
their communication capabilities 
beyond the locally provided cellular 
service. 
 

N/A 

Develop plan to incorporate 
unmanned robotic vehicles with 
CBONS 

AeroVironment PUMA is a 
consideration: AeroVironment has 
been contracted by ADAC and has 
been in contact about the 
possibility of incorporating a PUMA 
for observational purposes, though 
it was out of scope for Year 1 due 
to a short operational period. The 
size of the PUMA may also make it 
unusable for current Gambell 
boating equipment. 
AeroVironment is still a partner 
and further discussions will be held 
about equipping a land-based 
PUMA in the community of 
Gambell, including the need to 
train operators. 
 

N/A 

Develop pilot scenarios for vessel 
tracking 

They require only environmental 
observations. Discussions with the 
observers, CBON-SA project team, 
and the ADAC working group are 
ongoing to address this and 
develop a scenario that will include 
vessel tracking. 
 

N/A 

 

Year 1 Metrics: 

TASK GOAL ACHIEVED 
1.Successful image and data relay 
across Bering transit 
 

10-12 15 
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2. Inter-rater reliability of 
observers 

0.7-0.9 Has not been measured. No ground 
truth data available – see number 
4. 

3. Successes triangulating and 
integrating HFO data with satellite 
and  
buoy data 
 

5-10 5 

4. Successful detection of 
anomalous or unusual events (as 
defined in conjunction with 
stakeholders) with sufficient 
information - use satellite data 
from MDA Corporation to confirm 
 

3-6 There was no funding for data from 
the MDA Corporation thus this 
metric has not been applied in Y1. 

 

Technology Readiness Level (TRL) achieved (for Year 1 outcomes/outputs): Pilot data flows 

and datasets consisting of images, meta-data, narratives and context that are spatially explicit 

(output). Metric 1: expected 10-12 successful data relays. This represents TRL 5. 

Year 1: At TRL 5. 

 Tested protocols for HFOs to observe, detect, and record a range of variables that aid in 

vessel tracking under different environmental conditions (outcome). Metric 2: expected 5-

10 successful data relays. This represents TRL 5.  

Year 1: At TRL 5. 

 An operational communication system for real time data flows from offshore HFO 

(outcome). Metric 1: up to 12 successful relays in the field. This represents TRL 5. 

Year 1: At TRL 5. 

 A successful pilot for vessel tracking. Metric 3: up to 6 events observed, relayed, archived, 

and corroborated. 

Year 1: Not met. 

How project outcomes will advance or impact current technologies or capabilities: CBONS-SA 

will utilize distributed human observers as sensors and indigenous knowledge to systematically 

observe and document Arctic environmental changes and catastrophic events. This project will 

provide a data set that is not yet available or possible without community engagement.  

CBON-SA will also demonstrate the role of community members as first responders, which 

could increase the amount of training and resources that currently exist within rural coastal 

communities. This includes spill resource technologies as well as search and rescue resources.  

Peer-reviewed Articles: 
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Alessa, L., Kliskey, A., Gamble, J., Fidel, M., Beaujean, G., Gosz, J. 2015. The role of Indigenous 

science and local knowledge in integrated observing systems: Moving toward adaptive capacity 

indices and early warning systems. Sustainability Science. DOI: 10.1007/s11625-015-0295-7.  

Roop, S., Alessa, L., Kliskey, A., Fidel, M., Beaujean, G. 2015. "We didn't cross the border; the 

border crossed us": Informal Social Adaptations to Formal Governance and Policies by 

Communities across the Bering Sea Region in the Russian Far East and United States. 

Washington Journal of Environmental Law and Policy. In press. 

Events/meetings: CBON-SA and ADAC were presented to the April 2015 monthly meeting of 

the Gambell IRA Council. The goals, methods, and outcomes of CBON-SA were presented and 

the council was able to provide input and ask additional questions. Local support from the IRA 

Council is critical for the success of any research and monitoring project that takes place in the 

community as it will enhance community support and engagement.  

Student Support: One graduate student, Sarah Roop, from the University of Idaho, was 

involved in the project. Sarah Roop’s Master’s thesis involved an understanding of cultural 

dynamics across political borders that bisected single cultures. This paper helped her develop a 

deeper understanding of the Russian-American situation as well as propose features that may 

apply to other borders (e.g., American- Mexican and Canadian-American). 

Stakeholders Engaged:  

 The Village of Gambell IRA Council; presented the proposed observing protocols to the 

Gambell IRA Council which meets monthly to determine city budgets and set priorities for 

the community. Their support was given and will be briefed as PY2 begins.   

 Carolina Behe, Traditional Knowledge/Science Advisor at Inuit Circumpolar Council was 

briefed on the project in May of 2015. ICC is a Permanent Participant of the Arctic Council 

who represents the Inuit of Alaska, Russia, Canada and Greenland.  

 Julie Raymond-Yakobian, Social Science Director at Kawerak, Inc. was briefed on the project 

in May of 2015. Kawerak, Inc. is the regional nonprofit in the Bering Sea and their 

partnership could be utilized to expand the observation network further north.  
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III.1.b PROJECT: High Resolution Modeling of Arctic Sea Ice and Currents 

Principal Investigator: Dr. Jinlun Zhang, Polar Science Center, Applied Physics Laboratory,  

University of Washington 

Overview of Project: 

The principal research objective is to develop a new High-Resolution Ice-Ocean Modeling and 

Assimilation System (HIOMAS) model based on the Regional Ocean Modeling System (ROMS). 

The ROMS model system has excellent nesting capability which will eventually enable the 

development of very high resolution output in the Chukchi/Beaufort Sea area (to target 

resolution of 2 km). However, the objective in the first two years is to develop the modeling 

framework, including establishing the boundary conditions and the forcing data.  

The outcome of this project will be a high-resolution Arctic sea ice/ocean model that is able to 

realistically forecast Arctic sea ice thickness, concentration, motion, and ocean currents.  

Summary of Progress thru 06/30/2015 

ADAC explored various model and forcing products that may be used to construct and drive an 

Arctic sea ice/ocean model. The team also examined the viability of constructing a sea 

ice/ocean model with a finer resolution based on the Marginal Ice Zone Modeling and 

Assimilation System (MIZMAS).  

Progress against Year 1 milestones:  

MILESTONE PROGRESS WHY NOT REACHED 
Survey of data products that may 
be used as forcing to drive HIOMAS 
or as open boundary conditions  
 

Completed. Explored the possible 
use of the NCEP Climate Forecast 
System (CFS) forecast atmospheric 
forcing and found that the CFS 
forecast atmospheric forcing is 
updated daily and readily available 
in real time. The CFS forecast ocean 
data are also available in real time. 
This makes CFS forecast a good 
candidate for driving sea ice 
forecast. 
 

N/A 

Explore the possible use of the 
Hybrid Coordinate Ocean Model 
(HYCOM) ocean output 
 

Completed. HYCOM is only an 
ocean model without an 
atmospheric component to provide 
atmospheric forecasting. The 
HYCOM output is not available in 
real time to drive HIOMAS. 
 

N/A 
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Examine the possible use of the 
ROMS coastal ocean model 
 

Completed. The ROMS model 
source code was downloaded and 
compiled. 
 

N/A 

Examine the possible use of the 
Finite-Volume Coastal Ocean 
Model (FVCOM) coastal ocean 
model 
 

The unstructured FVCOM is one of 
the best for coastal modeling. 
More information is need for its 
behavior for large-scale modeling. 
So far, no Arctic sea ice thickness 
results from FVCOM runs have 
been found in the literature, only 
ice concentration results. 
 

N/A 

Examine the possibility of 
constructing a sea ice/ocean model 
with a finer resolution based on 
the Marginal Ice Zone Modeling 
and Assimilation System (MIZMAS) 
Plan on a model configuration 
 

The decision was made to use it in 
a development plan – see 
milestone two. 

N/A 

Plan on a model configuration A coupled Arctic sea ice/ocean 
model is under development in 
year 2, which is based on MIZMAS. 
 

N/A 

 

Metrics achieved during Year 1: 

The Performance Metrics for this project apply to year 2.  

Technology Readiness Level (TRL) achieved: TRL 3/4: Based on the review of available data 

products (see Milestone 1) it was decided to develop a new model based on MIZMAS. Using the 

existing MIZMAS model as a breadboard the team was able to demonstrate that the different 

components can be integrated to work together. The breadboard configuration was tested as a 

6 km-resolution model. The planned nested grid model based on MIZMAS is expected to 

achieve 2km resolution with mean prediction error thickness error less than 1 m (the mean 

prediction thickness error of the current models is about 2 m).  

How project outcomes will advance or impact current technologies or capabilities: The 

outcome of this project will be a high-resolution Arctic sea ice/ocean model that is able to 

realistically forecast Arctic Ocean currents and sea ice thickness, concentration, and motion. 

The Year 1 research helps to make a decision on model and model forcing.  

Stockholders Engaged: 

 ADAC team members engaged RADM Abel, CAPT Deer, DC17. 
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 Mr. Allen, Oceanographer for USCG Search and Rescue mission, is working with ADAC to 

incorporate Sea Ice and Ocean Currents models for now casting and forecasting data to the 

Environmental Data Server for the USCG SAROPS.  
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III.1.c PROJECT: Oil Spill Modeling for the Bering, Chukchi, and Beaufort Seas 

Principal investigator: Dr. Tom Ravens, UAA 

Overview of Project: 

The Coast Guard relies on the General NOAA Operational Modeling Environment (GNOME) oil 

spill model and relies on NOAA for expert guidance when responding to an oil spill. The GNOME 

oil spill model available on project startup was not Arctic-capable as it did not yet account for 

ice. ADAC has engaged with NOAA’s leading oil spill modelers (Glen Watabayashi and Catherine 

Berg) and has begun to give guidance on ways to incorporate ice into GNOME. This model will 

ingest the best available ocean currents and sea ice forecasts —for example, the HYCOM 

forecasts or the forecasts of the HIOMAS model developed in project III.1.b.  

Summary of Progress thru 06/30/2015 

A review of 30 relevant research publications on oil spills was completed, with a focus on 

research on oil spills in the Arctic. The team engaged and communicated with NOAA experts on 

recommended approaches to account for the presence sea ice in oil spill modeling. 

The GNOME oil spill model and communication of its use for oil spill and ship drift was 

mastered. A suitable MS Thesis topic in the general area of arctic oil spill modeling was chosen.  

Progress against Year 1 milestones:  

MILESTONE PROGRESS WHY NOT REACHED 
Review of studies of oil fate and 
transport in the arctic 

Completed. ADAC provided 
guidance to NOAA on how to 
incorporate oil weathering, bio-
degradation, dispersion, etc. within 
the arctic GNOME model.  Gaps in 
existing knowledge were identified 
and guidance was provided to 
NOAA Office of Response 
Restoration on how to incorporate 
ice conditions within GNOME. 
 

N/A 

Review important papers on oil 
fate and transport 

Completed. This included recent 
studies funded by Arctic Oil Spill 
Response Technology (Joint 
Industry Program) and 
Environment Canada. As a result, 
important gaps in knowledge were 
identified. Knowledge of how oil 
emulsifies and evaporates is better 
understood, but the impacts of 
cold weather and ice on these 
processes require further study. 
Different types of ice (frazil, 
pancake, pack, etc.) and how ice 

N/A 
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may also impact oil fate and 
transport in this relationship has 
not been quantified and will be 
necessary for inclusion in an oil spill 
model. How oil infiltrates ice has 
been studied. 
 

 

Metrics achieved during Year 1: The project goal was to review 10 to 30 studies. 30 studies 

were reviewed. 

Technology Readiness Level (TRL) achieved: The Technology Readiness Level achieved by this 

project at the end of year 1 is 5. This project has recommended a number of algorithms for the 

modeling of oils in ice that can be incorporated into the GNOME oil spill model. It is understood 

that these algorithms (or similar ones) will be incorporated into GNOME within the coming 

year. 

How project outcomes will advance or impact current technologies or capabilities: Project 

outcomes (e.g., incorporating ice and arctic conditions within GNOME) will lead to an improved 

GNOME oil spill model and improved responses to oil spills. 

Peer-reviewed Articles: The team is preparing a peer-reviewed publication based on the MS 

Thesis of Dana Brunswick on Accounting for Under-Ice Roughness in the Modeling of Under-Ice 

Oil Releases in the Arctic. 

Details of Software / models developed: A detailed report on the fate and transport of oil in 

ice is has been provided to NOAA.  

Events/meetings: The Arctic oil spill modeling work has been presented formally and informally 

in a number of settings. The oil spill work was presented at an ADAC leadership meeting in the 

spring of 2015 and at the annual partners meeting on June 28, 2015. The work was also 

discussed with Glen Watabayashi and Catherine Berg on two occasions in the spring of 2015. 

Student Support: Dana Brunswick, a graduate student from University of Alaska Anchorage 

with a Master of Science in Civil Engineering, was supported through the project. Dana did an 

extensive literature review and identified a number of ways that the existing GNOME model 

could be modified to include ice conditions. These methods were presented to Glen 

Watabayashi and Catherine Berg. In addition, Tom, Glen, and Dana discussed Master’s Thesis 

topics that would be useful to the NOAA Office of Response and Restoration and the Coast 

Guard. Her thesis will address under-ice releases of oil accounting for ice roughness. 

Stakeholders Engaged:  
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 Glen Watabayashi, NOAA 

 Catherine Berg, NOAA Office of Emergency Response and Restoration  

 PI Ravens and grad student Dana Brunswick organized three conference calls with the 

stakeholders. A report was provided to these stakeholders, reference Appendix D.  
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III.1.d PROJECT: Real-Time Storm Surge and Coastal Flooding Forecasting  

for Western Alaska 

Principal investigator: Dr. Tom Ravens, UAA 

 

Overview of Project:  

The western coast of Alaska lacks transportation infrastructure for rapid evacuation. An existing 

and validated hindcast circulation model of the Yukon-Kuskokwim (Y-K) Delta was transformed 

into a robust and automated nowcast/forecast model – making use of real-time data provided 

by the National Weather Service. Several types of output are generated and distributed online 

to stakeholders and relevant agencies. A preliminary storm surge model for the Norton Sound 

has been developed. 

Summary of Progress thru 06/30/2015: 

For the Y-K Delta model, the team completed code for real-time collection of ocean boundary 

forcing data for Y-K Delta. Code was completed for operation of the fine-scale surge and flood 

model in real time and in forecast mode. A variety of output files for diverse applications were 

generated an a robust and stable automated master script was created.  

For the Norton Sound model, bathymetry and topography have been brought into the Delft3D 

system. Water level boundary conditions on the ocean side of the model domain and wind 

forcing throughout the domain have been implemented. A working model with 1 km resolution 

has been developed and it is operating in the  

hindcast mode. 

Changes from the initially approved work plan: The team was able to begin work on the 

Norton Sound in Year 1 ahead of schedule.  

Progress against Year 1 milestones:  

MILESTONE PROGRESS WHY NOT REACHED 
Code for real-time collection of 
ocean boundary forcing data for Y-
K Delta model. 
 

Complete N/A 

Code for operation of the “fine 
scale” surge and flood model in 
real time and in forecast mode (for 
Y-K Delta). 
 

Complete N/A 

Assessment of the model by 
comparing modeled and observed 
water level is in progress. 

In Progress The high-resolution model has 
been assessed in a preliminary way 
by comparing calculated and 
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measured water surface elevation 
and flooding extent – when the 
model was “forced” on the ocean 
boundary by output from an 
ADCIRC model developed by the 
Corps of Engineers. However, to 
validate the full storm surge 
modeling system, the team needs 
to force the high-resolution model 
using output from the National 
Weather System model (ETSS). The 
team needs to obtain historic 
water surface elevation data from 
the National Weather Service 
(NWS) in order to accomplish this 
task. While real time ETSS data is 
available from a NWS website, 
historic data for model assessment 
needs to be manually retrieved by 
NWS staff. The data has been 
requested and the team will 
proceed with the assessment when 
this forcing data is provided. 
 

Integration of model data into the 
DHS Center for Maritime Research 
(system of systems) control center 

In Progress The original developer, GeoNorth, 
was unable to incorporate the data 
on time. The team expects this task 
to be complete by the end of Oct. 
2015 by AXIOM. 
 

Push model data out to 
stakeholders including FEMA and 
NWS. 

In Progress The now-time and forecasting 
model has been presented to NWS. 
The team needs to complete the 
model assessment step before 
pushing the data out to 
stakeholders. 
 

Completed reproduction of the 
above milestones for Norton Sound 
model. 

Partially Completed Preliminary work has been 
accomplished for Norton Sound 
including the development of 
bathymetric and topographic data 
files, and ocean boundary forcing 
files. The model operates in hind-
cast mode and the team is working 
to assess the model with available 
data. 
 

 

Metrics achieved during Year 1: Accuracy of surge and flooding forecasts relative to measured 

data. Surge calculations currently have errors in the range of 0.5 to 1.0 m. The target error is 
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0.25 m to 0.5 m. The team is hopeful that model accuracy will be improved to this target level 

when ETSS forcing data is used to drive the model.  

Technology Readiness Level (TRL) achieved: TRL 4: A standalone system has been generated. It 

integrates a number of technology components including a python script for pull forcing data, 

controlling model operation, and for controlling display of output.  

How project outcomes will advance or impact current technologies or capabilities: The 

availability of high resolution models for forecasting of surge and coastal flooding will enhance 

maritime domain awareness. In particular, the products ADAC has developed build on existing 

National Weather Service capabilities. 

Student Support: A postdoc, a graduate student, and an undergraduate student were 

supported by ADAC on this project in Year 1. The University of Alaska PhD student, Jon Allen, 

developed the forecasting code in Python. The code is being used to operate the storm surge 

model and report data to the system of systems. The undergraduate student, Nic Hazelton, 

worked on gathering high resolution bathymetric and topographic data for the Norton Sound 

model. The Postdoc developed the preliminary Norton Sound storm surge model.  

Stakeholders Engaged:  

 Mr. Arthur Taylor, National Weather Service. 

 Ms. Aimee Fish, National Weather Service. 

 Mr. Jim Hansen, National Weather Service. 

 The team presented the draft model to the National Weather Service at their Sand Lake 

office. We had a follow-up email conversation with Arthur Taylor about the spatial 

domain of the model and the software used. Mr. Taylor has suggested converting the 

model to ADCIRC or a similar model that is familiar to NWS. The team plans to seek 

funding in Year 3 to convert the models to ADCIRC or equivalent.  
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III.1.e PROJECT: Identifying, Tracking and Communicating Sea-Ice Hazards in an Integrated 

Framework 

Principal investigator: Dr. Hajo Eicken, Geophysical Institute, University of Alaska Fairbanks 

 

Overview of Project:  

This project will improve the ability to remotely monitor and evaluate sea-ice hazards in 

conjunction with maritime activities in coastal Arctic waters. The work will aid in the 

development of integrated hazard and disaster response strategies that draw on local 

environmental expertise. 

Summary of Progress thru 06/30/2015: 

The accomplishments during the reporting period fall into two broad categories:  

1. Development and continued operation of infrastructure at Barrow Ice Observatory site, 

including implementation of near-real time data products to serve multiple users —

including USCG— in the context of a proposed, ADAC-led Arctic Domain Awareness 

Testbed on the North Slope. 

2. Planning of the participation in USCG Arctic Technology Evaluation 2015 aboard USCGC 

Healy as an opportunity to field test shore-based system and explore transferability to 

mobile USCG platforms. 

Significant advances were made in the near-real time dissemination of data products, in 

particular to serve USCG District 17 and NOAA Office of Response and Restoration (ORR) needs. 

In addition to maintaining a data feed providing access to the most recent image and archived 

data, the team implemented additional data feeds providing the most recent 12-hour, daily, 

and multi-day animations of the data showing ice motion patterns. The team introduced an ice-

tracking product, which displays mean ice motion for the most recent 1.5 hours of radar data 

available. They are also working to implement a tiled map data stream compatible with most 

GPS enabled smart phones and tablets to allow field users to overlay their current location on 

the imagery.  

Current imagery and animations can be found at 

http://seaice.alaska.edu/gi/observatories/barrow_radar  

Archived products can be searched and viewed at 

http://feeder.gina.alaska.edu/radar-uaf-barrow-seaice and http://feeder.gina.alaska.edu/radar-uaf-

barrow-seaice-geotif  

http://seaice.alaska.edu/gi/observatories/barrow_radar
http://feeder.gina.alaska.edu/radar-uaf-barrow-seaice
http://feeder.gina.alaska.edu/radar-uaf-barrow-seaice-geotif
http://feeder.gina.alaska.edu/radar-uaf-barrow-seaice-geotif
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These products were made available as kml products for viewing in Google Earth (See  

Figure 1: ). These products were shared with USCG, and their feedback aided in the 

development of readily available sea ice hazard information.  

 
 

Figure 1: Example ice velocity estimation with radar imagery viewed in Google Earth. Planned and prepared the 

testing of the ice tracking system aboard USCG ice breaker Healy during the Arctic Technology Evaluation 2015.  

 

The team optimized post-processing routines and implemented them on graphical processor 

units (GPUs) in a specially configured server to allow for near-real time generation of 2D ice 

velocity grids and the identification of the landfast ice edge, as well identification of potential 

vessels.  

For the validation of the coastal flooding, ice movement, and currents modeling carried out by 

ADAC researchers Ravens and Zhang, the team has generated mean velocity fields in a common 

grid format that are available for ingestion/comparison with model output. 

Progress against Year 1 milestones:  

MILESTONE PROGRESS  WHY NOT REACHED 
Produce vector product for ice 
velocity field in format and delivery 
mode that conforms with USCG 
and NOAA ERMA needs 

Completed. Animations from the 
Barrow coastal ice radar are now 
generated automatically on a 
running 12-hour and daily basis, 
providing graphical summaries of 
recent ice motion. The near shore 
ice motion is tracked, and during 
the ice season daily and 1.5 hour 
averages of the movement is 
available on the Sea Ice Groups 
web page. Imagery from the 
coastal sea ice radar are now 
georeferenced and available as 

N/A 
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GeoTIFFs through data feeds 
suitable for ingestion by Arctic 
ERMA and other data integration 
platforms. An implementation of 
the sea ice tracking program d 
aboard a traveling vessel was 
planned. Sea ice motion 
information was made available to 
USCG D17 and other stakeholders 
for use with Google Earth. 

Capabilities to produce mean 
velocity and 
divergence/convergence fields 
compatible with ADAC model 
architecture and coastal HF radar 
data 

Completed. Archived radar imagery 
was processed to track ice motion 
near Barrow since 2008, and ice 
deformation calculations will be 
taken upon the completion of ice 
tracking processing. Mean velocity 
fields are available for inter-
comparison and validation of 
model output. 
 

N/A 

 

Metrics achieved during Year 1: Ice vector product: Number of hits/downloads for vector 

product (velocity in the east and north directions) through data portal: 181 since being going 

online on 27 April 2015. The velocity animations page was visited 1468 times in that period. The 

sea ice radar page saw 18274 hits between September 2014 and June 2015. The target for this 

metric has been fully met and substantially exceeded. 

Technology Readiness Level (TRL): The basic technology components, High Frequency radar 

output ingestion, and GPU-based processing and analysis, were integrated (TRL-4/5) to prepare 

for sea ice tracking with available land-based radar and ship-based radar. The setting at Barrow 

as part of fixed land-based installation has achieved at TRL of 6.  

How project outcomes will advance or impact current technologies or capabilities: A data 

feed and integration portal that processes and disseminates radar imagery in near real-time 

(less than 30 min. lag after acquisition) has been developed and implemented through GINA. 

Data from this feed are compatible for ingestion into Arctic ERMA and other decision support 

systems and would hence be available to inform emergency response efforts. 

Analysis of data from the coastal radar collected to date was central in demonstrating the 

relative importance of atmospheric and oceanic forcing in the initiation of catastrophic ice 

break-out events. Discussion of this finding with local experts and first responders (including at 

two North Slope workshops on indigenous knowledge of ice and current hazards as relevant to 
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oil spill response) has led to increased understanding of key hazards in coastal ice 

environments.  

Significance to Stakeholders: With continued interest in maritime activities and plans for 

offshore drilling in the study region, the team continues to be involved in providing guidance to 

a range of stakeholders concerned with environmental security and marine hazards. The team 

demonstrated how marine radars and associated products can be useful tools to mariners 

operating in Arctic waters with sea ice present. From USCG District 17, the team obtained 

feedback on system performance and explored opportunities for integration of the system into 

table-top or live exercises.  

The team also provided data and analysis of data to the Alaska Department of Environmental 

Conservation (John Engles) and USCG District 17 (Cdr. Shawn Decker) related to the movement 

of the fuel barge NATL II, which broke loose from its tug in Canadian waters and drifted through 

Alaskan waters during November and December, 2014. 

Software/models developed: GPU-based processing software and a server have been designed 

and are in the process of being installed to yield a fully functional system that operates in real-

time in an operational setting. 
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III.1.f PROJECT: Mobile Maritime Domain Awareness using HFR in Remote Settings 

Not approved for funding.  

III.1.g PROJECT: Monitoring Intentional and Unintentional Catastrophic Events: Detecting Oil 

Spills through Measurements of the C and H2O Isotope  

Geochemistry in Winds 

Principal investigator: Dr. Jeff Welker, Department of Biological Sciences, UAA 

 

Overview of Project: 

Winds of maritime systems will be continuously monitored for their speeds, directions and their 

carbon (C) and water (H2O) isotope properties against a natural background of atmospheric 

chemistry as a means of detecting extreme events such as oil spills and sea ice expansion and 

contraction. The goal is to provide real-time, continuous data of wind isotope chemistry, its 

directions and spatial extent, and to alert USGC to intentional and unintentional events and sea 

ice extent. ADAC will initially establish one monitoring station at the Port of Anchorage in Cook 

Inlet and, in Year 2, a second station in Nome, Alaska, on the Bering Sea Coast. 

Summary of Progress thru 06/30/2015: 

The Port of Anchorage detecting and monitoring station was established, the water vapor 

isotope analyzer (sea ice detection) was installed and made operational, and the micro-

meteorological station for recording wind speed and direction was brought online. 

Real-time data from the sea ice detection system was established and delivered over the 

Internet to the computing facilities at ADAC. Initial data streams were evaluated with GeoNorth 

and Axiom using a footprint analysis of the water vapor isotope data. Axiom provided an initial 

depiction of the 30-minute averages of the water vapor isotope values. These were binned by 

only those periods when the winds were coming off Cook Inlet surface water, as opposed to 

winds carrying water vapor from the adjoining land. 

The water vapor device was uninstalled in mid-June and will be deployed on the U.S. Coast 

Guard Cutter Healy for a July Research and Development mission. 
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Progress against Y1 milestones:  

MILESTONE PROGRESS  WHY NOT REACHED 
Order Instruments Completed. The water vapor 

standard delivery module and the 
vaporizer were ordered and 
delivered. They were then attached 
to the Welker lab (NSF) provided 
Picarro analyzer for water vapor 
measurements. 
 

N/A 

Secure Station site with the Port of 
Anchorage 

Completed site visits and location 
agreement with the Port of 
Anchorage staff. 
 

N/A 

Winterize housings for devises, 
secure power delivery 

Completed. A cabinet, sampling 
tube and micro-meteorological 
location was installed. 
 

N/A 

Station installation, instruments 
deployment, instrument calibration 

Completed. The device was placed 
in the cabinet and secured to the 
micro-meteorological devices on 
the roof and the sampling tube for 
the analyzer. Conducted 
calibrations using international 
standards. 
 

N/A 

Instruments operational, data 
streaming to the COE Headquarters 

Completed. The instruments 
recorded 1Hz the water vapor 18O 
and 2H values along with water 
vapor concentrations from 20 
March to 15 June while the wind 
speed and wind direction data was 
recorded continuously and 
averaged over 5-minute intervals. 
Initial data sets were summarized 
into 5 and 30 minute averages. The 
data was ingested and hosted on 
the AXIOM Data Sciences data 
servers and on the GeoNorth web 
servers. 

N/A 

 

Metrics achieved during Year 1:  

 Levels of compliance with instruments calibration specifications: The target level of 

compliance of the instruments will range from 98 to 100%. For water vapor isotopes, 

the standard deviation for standards will be less than 0.5 per mil for δ18O and 2 per mil 

for δ 2H.  
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Achieved target level of compliance of the instruments will range was 99% (98 to 100% 

was the goal). For water vapor isotopes, the standard deviation for standards were 

consistently less than 0.5 per mil for δ18O (the goal) and 2 per mil for δ 2H (the goal).   

 Daily coefficient of variation of the measurements: The daily coefficient of variation will 

range from 50 to 100%. 

Achieved variation in water vapor and isotope values ranged up to 80% and this 

variation was assigned to changes in the magnitude and direction of wind and this was 

visualized for the early sampling period.  

 Volume of data delivered to the COE Headquarters. 10 MB/day: The team will measure 

its data volume and expects that this will double as instrument packages grow at the 

Port of Anchorage and in Nome.  

Data streaming was accomplished via direct downloading to the PC systems remotely 

via Internet the volume being less than the 10Mb level as data was formatted into CSV 

files.  

 Variance in sea ice extent detected will be less than 30% compared to MODIS Aqua 

images for the same periods. The team anticipates that the variance will be less than 

20% in Year 2. 

Unavailable for period of program review. 

 

Technology Readiness Level (TRL) achieved: TRL level is 5/6 for sea ice detection capability-this 

will be elevated after a full annual cycle from ice free, to increasing sea ice presences, and then 

sea ice loss in the spring and summer of 2016. 

How project outcomes will advance or impact current technologies or capabilities: This 

project will lead to new methods for long range continuous monitoring for oil spills and sea ice 

expansion and contraction.  

Student Support: 

 Dr. Eric Klein, Postdoctoral Research Scientist  

 Andy Anderson-Smith, MS UAA graduate. 

 Eric Klein was a postdoctoral fellow within the ADAC during year one of the program.  

Andy Anderson was a recently graduated, UAA MS student serving in the capacity as an 

ADAC research technician. 

Stakeholders Engaged: 

 NOAA Sea Ice Desk-National Weather Service staff in Anchorage will compare how their 

sea ice forecast matches the water vapor isotope and sea ice conditions.  
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 Port of Anchorage was engaged through mutual interest in sea ice traits and using new 

technologies to understand sea ice properties that vary daily and over the course of tide 

cycles as well as between seasons.
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III.2 THEME 2 - MARITIME TECHNOLOGY 

 

Theme Lead: Dr. Kenrick Mock, Associate Dean, College of Engineering, UAA 

Email: kjmock@uaa.alaska.edu 

III.2.a PROJECT: Integrated Intelligent System of Systems 

Principal Investigator: Dr. Robert Finkelstein, RTI. 

 

Overview of Project: 

Integrated Intelligent System of Systems (IISOS) will improve situational awareness for maritime 

responders by integrating and analyzing data from ADAC developed remote sensors, event 

modeling, community based observer networks, databases, unmanned autonomous vehicles, 

and communication devices. It will provide incident commanders with actionable information 

to respond to intentional and unintentional catastrophic events. It will also provide predictive 

models that can be used for preparing and planning for such events. For example, it will 

enhance the U.S. Coast Guard's (USCG's) ability to prepare for and respond to oil spills in the 

Arctic Ocean, to more safely and reliably conduct search and rescue missions, and to support 

DHS efforts to prepare and plan for disasters caused by large coastal storms.  

The IISoS architecture and design patterns and implementation will follow the NIST 4D/RCS 

(Real time Control System) architecture.  

Summary of Progress thru 06/30/2015 

The IISOS is being built as a hierarchical system of agents designed to support the ADAC 

stakeholders’ tasks-specific operational needs. Based on the USCG RDC white paper, Arctic 

Resilience to Incident of National Significance (IONS), 10/21/2014 and on discussions between 

team lead Dr. Tom Ravens and the National Weather Service (Ms. Aimee Fish) three tasks of 

interest to the stakeholder were identified in Year 1:  

1. Data support for response to a SAR operation; 

2. Data support for response to an oil spill, and 

3. Coastal surge forecasting and data support for response to a coastal surge.  

Detailed SAR scenarios to test the IISoS were developed and discussed with D17 Mr. James 

Robinson (USCG DC17) and Mr. Macesker and Mr. Rich Hansen (USCG RDC).  
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A system architecture and functional and implementation documents were developed for the 

initial version of the IISoS as a hierarchical system of four cognitive agents.  

A system agent was also developed, including a system User Interface and three task-oriented 

agents:   

1. Data support for SAR operations agent (SAR agent). The user interface (UI) of the agent 

will emulate the UI of the Marine Exchange of Alaska vessel tracking system.   

2. Data support for oil spill response agent (Oil spill agent). 

3. Coastal surge forecasting and data support for response agent (Coastal surge agent).  

See Appendix B for an overview of these agents and their architecture.  

Progress against Year 1 milestones:  

MILESTONE PROGRESS WHY NOT REACHED 
Completion of a scenario and 
demonstration design to illustrate 
IISoS capabilities 

Completed. Two scenarios 
(Appendix C and Appendix D) were 
developed based on the Crystal 
Serenity Incident of National 
Significance (IONS) SAR scenario 
presented in the USCG RDC white 
paper, Arctic Resilience to Incident 
of National Significance (IONS), 
10/21/2014.  
The scenarios were presented and 
discussed with stakeholders (USCG 
D17 Mr. Robinson, USCG RDC Mr. 
Macesker and Mr. Hansen).  
 

N/A 

Design and implement the 4D/RCS 
and its code within the scope of 
the demonstration scenario 

Partially Completed ADAC completed functional and 
implementation requirements 
including the knowledge database 
design, data and modeling results 
harvesting, ingestion, fusion, and 
analysis mechanisms. These were 
part of the statement of work for 
GeoNorth.  
The developer GeoNorth 
implemented partial ingestion 
modules for four of the required 
twelve principal entities - sea 
currents, weather, wave conditions 
forecasts, and AIS data streams, 
CBONS observations, surge models 
outputs, parameter incident 
initialization initial time, location, 
and range of area of interest 
radius.  
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GeoNorth partially completed IISoS 
subsystem for modeling oil spills 
and ship drift using NOAA’s 
GNOME. 
The overall effectiveness of 
GeoNorth’s implementation was 
judged to be unacceptably low 
(below 30%) as discussed in the 
Metrics – Achieved during Year 1 
below.  
Axiom Data Sciences (AXIOM) has 
been hired to replace GeoNorth. 
Captain Buddy Custard U.S. Coast 
Guard (Ret), Operations Manager 
for the Marine Exchange Alaska 
was hired as a consultant for USCG 
specific user experience and data 
sources and requirements.  
 
 
 

Successful completion of the 
scenario demonstrations 
 

In Progress Scheduled for October 21, 2015 

Documentation for the 4D/RCS 
(e.g., a user’s manual) and IISoS 

Partially completed.  
 

ADAC completed functional and 
implementation system 
requirements for the contracted 
development and hosting company 
GeoNorth. The requirements were 
accepted by GeoNorth. 
Amendments, clarifications, and 
time tables were provided to 
GeoNorth. 
The contractor was unable to 
complete the development on 
time.  
AXIOM has been hired to replace 
GeoNorth. ADAC completed 
functional and implementation 
system requirements and 
negotiated deliverables, 
milestones, and timeline with 
AXIOM. The full documentation will 
be delivered by AXIOM on 
November 20, 2015.  
 

Establish necessary connections 
with the portal of USCG in Juneau 

Partially Completed Visited DC17 and connected with 
POC LCDRR McGoey to establish 
data access protocols so that USCG 
can pull data from IISoS. 
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The contractor was unable to 
complete the development on time 
to discuss interface with DC17. 
A new contractor AXIOM was hired 
to deliver the system prototype 
ready for interface by 10/20/2015. 
 

Understanding USCG Command 
Centers and how they operate 

In Progress Visits have been made to USCG 
command centers (twice) and from 
USCG personnel to ADAC. In those 
visits the team learned about 
SAROPS and studied USCG Report 
CG-D-02-08. Knowledge and 
technology gaps were identified 
including: Telecommunications 
limitations and blind spots, vessel 
owners contact information, 
reliable sea ice and currents 
predictive capability, 
environmental sensitivity and 
subsistence activities maps. 
The knowledge base of IISOS was 
built to include the data discussed 
during the visits. The world models 
for the IISOS agents were built by 
combining these data. In mid-
November, LCDR Mitchell from 
USCG Sector Anchorage 
approached us for help to 
determine real-time environmental 
conditions for a specific site to 
mobilize necessary resources for oil 
spill response. We also identified 
and engaged CAPT Buddy Custard 
as a consultant. 
Site visits conducted: 
February 27, 2015 (Mock, 
Kamberov, Spalinger, Wisniewski, 
met with CAPT Mehler and staff at 
Anchorage Command Center) 
May 29, 2015.  Piccard, Siewert, 
Brunswick, Beaujean met with 
USCG command center personnel 
and civilian contractor using 
SAROPS.  
Oct 5, 2015. Bochenek, Wisniewski, 
Kamberov met with Admiral Abel 
and contacts at the Arctic Data 
Fusion Center and with CAPT Ed 
Page and CAPT Buddy Custard at 
the Marine Exchange of Alaska in 
Juneau.  
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Future plans:  
Additional visit to DC17 HQ by an 
ADAC team including the chief 
architect for AXIOM.  
Establish contacts with CAPT. 
Robert Thomas from CG-9.  
 

Successful incorporation of data 
fusion methods developed by 
Homeland Security Advanced 
Research Projects Agency 
(HSARPA). 
 

In Progress Identified and discussed data 
analytics projects with Steven 
Dennis, Program Manager 
Automated Information Analysis 
and Chris Featherston, Senior 
Advisor, Climate Change Analytics 
Lead Data Analytics Engine (DAE), 
HSARPA and the supporting MITRE 
team.  
Project 1: Tracking of the 
September Sea Ice prediction 
models ensembles used by the Sea 
Ice Prediction Network.  
Project 2: Framework for analysis 
and task-specific evaluation of 
ocean currents and sea ice models 
available to USCG SAROPs, ACNFS, 
and the HIOMAS model developed 
at ADAC by Dr. Zhang.   
The project is on hold until 
software licensing is renewed by 
HSARPA. Expected resumption date 
October 1, 2015. 
 

 

 Metrics achieved during Year 1: 

The project metrics were designed to measure system prototypes build by GeoNorth. The 

overall effectiveness of GeoNorth’s implementation was judged to be below 30%.  

Four of the required twelve principal data entities were partially ingested: the real-time data 

from CBONS and the Picarro sensor at the Port of Anchorage were ingested; the HYCOM and 

GFS model outputs were partially ingested but only the most recent data sets.  

GeoNorth was unable to:  

 Implement searches in the historic data repositories and the capability to allow the user 

to specify the Area of Interest Radius (AIR) and the time interval of interest.  

 Ingest AIS data streams, wave models output, the North American Mesoscale Forecast 

System output, ETSURGE model outputs and the ADAC high resolution coastal surge 

model outputs.  
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 Complete the integration of the environmental data layers and GNOME model outputs 

and real time CBONS data into the GIS visualizations.  

Technology Readiness Level (TRL) achieved: TRL 4. The system design and some of the 

components of the prototype IISoS were completed and specified in statements of work 

negotiated with GeoNorth and subsequently with AXIOM. Partial integration of basic 

technology components to build an IISoS node that responds to a Search and Rescue (SAR) 

incident notification and produces a forecast of the drift of the vessel was completed by 

GeoNorth.  

How project outcomes will advance or impact current technologies or capabilities: The IISoS 

will enhance situational awareness for maritime responders by collecting, integrating, and 

fusing data from multiple heterogeneous sources. IISoS will use Big Data methods to analyze 

data sources and streams, determine gaps, detect patterns and trends of Arctic activities, and 

incorporate an agent-based modular approach for intelligent processing that includes value 

judgements and prediction.  

IISoS will provide incident commanders with actionable information to respond to intentional 

and unintentional catastrophic events and predictive models for preparing and planning for 

these events. The system can enhance the Coast Guard’s ability to prepare for and respond to 

oil spills in the Arctic Ocean, to conduct search and rescue missions, and support DHS efforts to 

prepare for disasters caused by large coastal storms.  

Stakeholders Engaged:  

 USCG D17 RADM Abel,  

 CAPT Deer,  

 LCDRR McGoey,  

 Mr. Robinson;  

 USCG RDC Mr. Macesker and Mr. Hansen. 
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III.2.b PROJECT: Smart Cam [Computational Photometer] 

Principal Investigator: Dr. Kenrick Mock, UAA and Dr. Sam Siewert, Contractor  

(former UAA professor) 

 

Overview of Project: 

The goal of the SmartCam project is to construct a proof-of-concept visible two channel 

(optional visible and long wave infrared multispectral) camera. Unlike traditional cameras that 

either stream live video for remote analysis or simply store data for post analysis, the 

SmartCam system can perform image processing on the camera itself in real time. Computation 

is performed efficiently using General-Purpose Computing on Graphics Processing Units 

(GPGPU) or Field Programmable Gate Array (FPGA) co-processing. The proof-of-concept system 

is constructed using all off-the-shelf hardware components. The Year 1 work forms a baseline of 

comparison for a longer term computational photometer intended for Arctic operations with 

drop-in-place multi-spectral and stereo vision cameras. 
 

 

 

From the proof-of-concept it is expected that the challenges of long term battery operations, 

drop-in-place packaging for Arctic environments, power efficiency, and methods to re-charge 

can be better understood for follow-on phases. Furthermore, this will be a proof of the 

integrated software, firmware and hardware base needed for follow-on implementations that 

will likely include custom printed circuit boards. The system can be configured with standard 

definition analog cameras or 640x480 microbolometers available off-the-shelf from a range of 

vendors (e.g. DRS Technologies, FLIR, or L3) including both long and short wave infrared.  
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This is a key aspect of the longer-term project for vessel and port sensing in fog, for ice 

structure variations, use in emergency response scenarios such as fires, and for security and 

safety. There is potential to work with ADAC partners to host the camera in an Autonomous 

Underwater Vehicle (AUV) for problems such as subsurface oil detection under ice. This can be 

evaluated and explored to better define power, sizing, and integration requirements for use in 

AUVs. The power, sizing and integration requirements for use with low-cost Unmanned Aerial 

Vehicle (UAV) systems will also be explored and defined for follow-up in the 2015/2016 period 

of performance. 

Summary of Progress thru 06/30/2015 

Prototype SmartCams have been created and a variety of cameras acquired and tested. A 

custom Printed Circuit Board (PCB) was designed for NTSC to FPGA to USB, but this work area 

was put on hold based on industry advances. NVIDIA’s Drive PX surpasses the functionality 

planned for the custom PCB. This positive development brings SmartCam closer to market in a 

shorter timeframe. The team is now focusing on the software component of SmartCam, which 

is distinct from the Drive PX. 

Power requirements were determined for low power and continuous operation and initial 

exploration of power solutions for Arctic environments (6 months of darkness, -40F to 80F 

temperature range). 

Feasibility tests were conducted for ice detection/tracking, vessel tracking in fog/rain, port 

security, and Search and Rescue (SAR) operations 

Explanations of any changes from the initially approved work plan: Work that involved the 

custom PCB design was redirected to software and requirements. It did not make sense to 

continue this development when an equivalent industry-developed solution emerged. 

Progress against Year 1 milestones:  

MILESTONE PROGRESS WHY NOT REACHED 
Acquisition of components to build 
at least one proof-of-concept for 
bench testing 

Completed.  Several prototype 
SmartCam systems have been 
implemented. A Tegra hardware 
and a microbolometer was 
purchased. Other equipment was 
purchased from non-DHS funding 
sources. This milestone forms the 
baseline for future development. 
 

N/A 

Achievement of capabilities to 
measure power consumption and 
battery characteristics for dual 
channel visible and visible+IR 
configurations 

Completed. The results are 
informing power requirements for 
continuous use in the Arctic. Some 
tests are also planned in power-

N/A 
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accessible environments (Port of 
Anchorage, Nome). 
 

Installation of OpenCV on 
embedded Linux for lifetime 
testing with image fusion – visible + 
LWIR 
 

Completed.  OpenCV installed. 
Custom software will need to be 
developed for specific applications 

N/A 

Testing of an OpenCV embedded 
Linux lifetime with stereo visible 
mapping (disparity images and 
point cloud) 

Completed. Tests were conducted 
for initial functionality to extract 
3D from stereo cameras. Custom 
software will need to be developed 
for specific applications. 
 

N/A 

Test and develop/refine Linux 
driver in V4L2 stack (Video for 
Linux, 2nd Edition) for NTSC-to-USB 
acquisition systems and document 
to improve custom PCB design for 
NTSC-to-FPGA-to-USB design in 
progress (future phases) 
 

On Hold Placed on hold due to industry 
advances vs. the custom PCB. In its 
place, the team has performed 
initial testing/development for 
Linux drivers and AOS stack for 
NVIDIA Tegra X1 for use with SEEK 
or equivalent MIPI LWIR cameras. 

Complete testing of uplink of 
images and streaming video over 
wireless b/g/n 802.11 for use in 
port environments and determine 
impact on power efficiency and 
battery lifetime 
 

Completed. Tests completed will 
be used as baseline for future Port 
of Anchorage deployment. 

N/A 

Define both software power saving 
options for TI-OMAP (Texas 
Instruments Open Media 
Applications Platform) and the 
Altera FPGA custom PCB in 
development for future phases 

On Hold Placed on hold due to industry 
advances vs. the custom PCB. In its 
place, the team will define 
software power management to 
optimize battery lifetime for GP-
GPU co-processing with multi-core 
SoCs such as Tegra and 
competitors. 
 

Complete delivery of 
documentation and instructions for 
building a test configuration for the 
Port of Anchorage for field testing 
in future phases 

Complete N/A 

Submit Invention Disclosure to 
University of Alaska Anchorage and 
submit peer-reviewed paper on 
power efficient Arctic sensor 
designs using low-cost-off-the-shelf 
components at a national or 

In Progress No papers are submitted yet but 
are on track to submit results of 
the summer work to SPIE Sensor 
Technology + Applications 
Conference this fall. 
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international conference or in a 
journal 

Metrics achieved during Year 1: 

 Power consumption per unit and battery characteristics for dual channel visible and visible 

IR configurations: The target for Year 1 is continuous operation for 6 hours on an 8400 mAh 

(milliamp hour) Lithium Ion rechargeable battery. Six hours of no-recharge operation in 

winter conditions is the target metric, but the off-the-shelf solution will be characterized 

fully in terms of power consumption and lifetime as a function of resolution, frame rates, 

compression encoding and off-the-shelf visible or microbolometer cameras used. Sensors 

are being designed for a range of -40F up to very high desert temperatures. This metric was 

achieved. Currently the systems are running on fixed power. Power profiling has been 

conducted to determine power needs for continuous operation. 

 Expected lifetime of unit: The target life expectancy is 50 years. This is being validated. 

 Impact on power efficiency by uplink of images and streaming video over wireless b/g/n 

802.11 for use in port environments (how expensive in terms of power is it to upload):  The 

goal for the first year is to provide only opportunistic uplink of images based on detected 

events and proximity of a user to the drop-in-place sensor rather than any form of 

continuous uplink or streaming. The target performance is 10,000 to 20,000 frames as an 

upper bound (approximately all data for 3 to 6 hours from one camera at 1 Hz or two 

cameras at 0.5 Hz). This was achieved. Target performance was tested in a lab environment. 

Technology Readiness Level (TRL) achieved:  

 Off-the-shelf Smart-Cam reference: TRL-4. The hardware components are off-the-shelf and 

drivers are available for multiple cameras. These components have been tested in a 

laboratory environment and partially in field environments. At this time, a SmartCam node 

can be assembled and operational with limited software support. 

 Power analysis of baseline in various operational conditions: TRL-2. The team has 

formulated power requirements and is in the process of determining solutions to meet the 

power requirements for year-round continuous operation in the Arctic. The solution piece is 

still in the proof-of-concept phase, although other solutions exist today (e.g. large battery, 

fuel cell). The team has studied these approaches and is investigating a hybrid approach 

that can last longer than individual approaches with a smaller footprint. 
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 Demonstrate the SmartCam to the Port of Anchorage and at other locations: TRL-3.The 

team is at the analytical stage of how to deploy the device at the port. When it is deployed 

the TRL will move up to TRL 5. 

How project outcomes will advance or impact current technologies or capabilities: The project 

will provide an off-the-shelf Smart-Cam reference that can be replicated at same cost by any 

partner in the program using developed documentation, reference software, and tests. The 

team’s power analysis of baseline in various operational conditions —including continuous 

monitoring, uplink, sleep states, and stand-by— are initial steps toward continuous operation in 

Arctic environments. 

The research team (ADAC PIs, researchers, graduate and undergraduate students) that engaged 

in the development of the proof-of-concept SmartCam will present major findings for multi-

spectral image fusion using OTS components and OpenCV in a journal or conference 

proceedings to invite feedback and share results broadly. 

By demonstrating the SmartCam to the Port of Anchorage and at other locations, the team will 

identify security applications, evaluate potential SmartCam installation together with ice radar 

at Barrow, and assess the possibility of vessel tracking via SmartCam at chokepoints such as 

Unimak Pass. This will include identification through look-up in Automatic Identification System 

(AIS) using GPS estimates as well as detecting vessels without AIS. 

The team’s findings will identify potential for deployment as a tool to aid or complement 

CBONS and other possibilities for continuous and automatic detecting from a vessel of people 

in the water or small icebergs. 

Peer-reviewed Articles: Paper submission is planned for the SPIE Sensor + Technology 

conference (http://spie.org/x94875.xml). This is due October 5, 2015. 

 

Details of Software / models developed:  A report on power and feasibility tests and system 

architecture is available at: http://mercury.pr.erau.edu/~siewerts/extra/documents/CP-

Current.pdf 

 

Students Supported: Dr. Siewert has five undergraduates at Embry-Riddle Aeronautical 

University and two MS students at CU Boulder working on portions of the SmartCam project. 

None of these students are funded by ADAC.  

 

Stakeholders Engaged:  The Port of Anchorage has been engaged with the project since a site 

visit was made prior to the original proposal was made in Fall of 2014. Other interested parties 

include NOAA and NASA. 

http://spie.org/x94875.xml
http://mercury.pr.erau.edu/~siewerts/extra/documents/CP-Current.pdf
http://mercury.pr.erau.edu/~siewerts/extra/documents/CP-Current.pdf
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III.2.c PROJECT: Low-Cost Wireless Remote Sensors for Arctic Monitoring 

Principal Investigator: Dr. Kenrick Mock, UAA 

 

Overview of Project: 

UAA’s first startup company, ZensorTM, develops low-cost wireless sensors for use in remote 

monitoring, asset management (SCADA systems), surveillance and security. 

The general goal is to improve the design of the Zensor sensor by developing variations of it, 

improving its robustness, and testing and deploying the improved low-cost sensors that can 

continuously monitor items or areas of interest in Arctic and marine environments. The devices, 

in turn, must be capable of opportunistically transmitting data to a remote server, maritime 

vessels and UAVs for analysis. Depending on the deployment scenario, the transmission 

mechanism may take many forms, such as transmission through a central hub, high altitude 

airship, human-operated vehicles, or automated collection from an autonomous vehicle in the 

vicinity. Tradeoffs must be made between transmission parameters, power requirements, size, 

and computing functionality.  

Ultimately the sensors will be deployable in a wide variety of locations and scenarios. Future 

sensor capabilities include integration with differential GPS for improved location accuracy, 

asynchronous and decentralized network architectures, deployment from UAVs or other vehicle 

to pepper a remote landscape for wide coverage. Applications include monitoring water and ice 

flows/levels, oil detection, or vessel tracking. 

Summary of Progress thru 06/30/2015 

The team categorized a sensor’s functionality into three areas: detection of an event, 

computation on the data detected, and communication of the data. Work in Year 1 focused on 

developing an inexpensive, self-forming network of devices that can reliably compute and 

communicate simulated detection events. As a result of this work, ADAC has a platform that 

can be utilized for specific applications by incorporating off-the-shelf detectors.  

The computing device for each sensor node is the MoteinoR4 RFM69W. This device consists of 

a small circuit board with an array of I/O pins that detect or distribute digital or analog signals. 

An integrated RFM69 transceiver enables wireless ISM band communications. Programs are 

compiled using a C-like language and uploaded via USB. The team has begun work to update 

the software on each node wirelessly rather than via USB. 
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Benchmarking was performed to determine transmission range and power requirements at 

different frequencies and temperatures (excluding a detector). Significant power savings are 

possible by adjusting the clock frequency. The best compromise between power and 

performance depends on the amount of transmissions – this will need to be tuned depending 

on the requirements for a specific application. At lower transmission rates the best 

performance is at approximately 2 MHz while at higher transmit cycles a slower clock rate 

provides the most efficient power consumption (Figure 2). Additional tests were performed to 

assess transmission distance, which is approximately 0.25 miles in outdoor conditions with 

trees. Transmission distance is severely curtailed when submerged in salt water, but ice and 

snow are not anticipated to impact the transmission range. 

 
Figure 2: Power Profile. Milliamps consumed vs. Clock Frequency. 

 

A communications protocol was developed for reliable node-to-node communication and for 

routing within an ad-hoc wireless mesh network. Lab tests were conducted by mounting nodes 

to a board and restricting communication to neighboring nodes. In the field this restriction 

would be removed and nodes will communicate with other nodes within range. In the lab test, 

a 7x7 array of nodes communicated with 4 read-out nodes located on the borders of the board. 

The read-out nodes will store or transmit data to the IISOS. 

The nodes implement a flooding algorithm that is run once to build a shortest path routing 

table for each node in the network to communicate with the read-out nodes. Communication is 

asynchronous and RF collisions were handled by incorporating multiple broadcasts and 

pseudorandom delays into the communication protocol. Propagation of an event in the lab was 

successful even if a subset of nodes were offline. This “self-healing” behavior increases the 
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robustness of the network. A computer simulation was created to better understand the impact 

of the network topology and node failure on the propagation of data to a read-out node. 

Explanations of any changes from the initially approved work plan: Currently the sensor 

platform has not been designed specifically for a Port of Anchorage scenario, although the 

general platform could be tested and tuned in the Port of Anchorage. A scenario involving 

specific details of the Port environment has not yet been identified. The Director of the Port has 

volunteered their space as a testbed for sensor deployment.  

Progress against Year 1 milestones:  

MILESTONE PROGRESS WHY NOT REACHED 
Develop communication protocol 
for ad-hoc sensor network 

Completed, with additional 
refinements still in development. 
The protocol was studied both in 
simulation and with physical 
devices. The protocol includes 
node-to-node communication and 
routing within an asynchronous, 
self-discovered network. The 
platform allows for future work to 
implement more robust event 
sensing capable of differentiating 
detected events from noise. 
 

N/A 

Design sensor platform for Port of 
Anchorage scenario 

Not Completed The Port of Anchorage scenario has 
not yet been identified. The 
Director of the Port has 
volunteered their space as a 
testbed for sensor deployment 
 

Measure power, data, and 
communication characteristics for 
sensors deployed in test bed 

Completed (not including detection 
device, which will vary depending  
by application). Power usage, 
bandwidth, and range, were 
studied compared to clock 
frequency and temperature. 
 

N/A 

Complete analysis of data received 
on COE server that ultimately will 
interface with the Integrated 
Intelligent System of Systems 

Partially completed The transmission of data from 
read-out nodes to a server to the 
IISOS is partially complete. The 
mechanisms of this transmission 
depend on the application (e.g. a 
flyby from a UAV for a remote site 
vs. a location where power and a 
communications infrastructure 
exists). Efforts to date have 
focused on developing the 
computational platform, so there is 
not yet detectable data from the 
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field to analyze within  
the IISOS. Backward triangulation 
from the read-out node is possible 
to the event’s origin. 
 

Deliver plan for building sensors 
and their configuration 

Completed. We will post code and 
motions configuration descriptions 
on the ADAC website. 
 

N/A 

Submit invention disclosure for any 
new IP, apply for provisional patent 
 

Not completed. No disclosures yet. 

Submit results for publication Not completed. Suitable publication venues are 
being considered 
 

Progress against Year 2 milestones:  

MILESTONE PROGRESS WHY NOT REACHED 
Design sensors for operation in 
more remote environments 

 

N/A N/A 

Incorporate communication 
protocols and electronics for 
remote sensors 

 

Prototype completed N/A 

Computation in sensor-networks 
without a common clock 
(asynchronous networks) 

 

Prototype completed N/A 

Event sensing by decentralized, 
distributed sensor-networks that is 
resilient to failing components 

 

Prototype completed N/A 

Design and test early prototypes 
for sensor detection of oil under 
ice 

Although this milestone is for Year 
2 and the report covers Year 1, 
additional personnel with expertise 
in this area will need to be brought 
in to achieve this milestone. An 
alternate milestone is to work with 
off-the-shelf sensors or a separate 
application area. 

 

N/A 

Design and test early prototypes 
for novel electro-optical sensors 

Although this milestone is for Year 
2 and the report covers Year 1, 
additional personnel with expertise 
in this area will need to be brought 
in to achieve this milestone. An 
alternate milestone is to work with 
in a separate application area 

N/A 

If patentable, complete provisional 
patent application, then publish 

N/A N/A 
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Year 1 results in peer-reviewed 
venue 

 

 

Metrics achieved during Year 1: 

 Data collection: This is a measure of whether the sensors are performing their fundamental 

task of collecting data and transmitting it. The target is to receive and analyze at least 95% 

of the sensor samples. This metric is more meaningful once devices are deployed and tested 

in the field, but in the laboratory testbed the team has experienced 1 device failure out of 

49 devices.  

 Resiliency: This metric will measure the robustness of data in the event of device failure. 

The target is for continuous data coverage. The simulator helps us understand data 

coverage given single to multiple node failures. In the laboratory test bed, the network is 

self-healing as long as paths still exist to readout nodes. 

 Power consumption: This will vary depending upon the deployment scenario (e.g. local 

infrastructure, communications requirements, etc.). The target for continuous operation is 

one year with a longer-term target of indefinite continuous operation until component 

failure under normal weather conditions. Currently the team is using battery or fixed 

power. Battery power is expected to power a device close to a year.  

 Data and communication characteristics for sensors deployed in test bed: range, bandwidth, 

packet loss. Target ranges for sensor-to-sensor communications are at least 100m up to 

2km and approximately 50km for communications to fixed infrastructure (e.g. 

node).Sensor-to-sensor communication is approximately 400m in outdoor conditions. 

Communications to fixed infrastructure has been implemented with cell connections. 

Bandwidth targets range from Kbps range for low-data sensors to 10Mbps bursts for larger 

data sets (e.g. images, aggregate sensor data to fixed infrastructure). The sensor-to-sensor 

bandwidth is in the Kbps range. Packet loss target is no more than 5% but greater loss may 

be tolerated if bandwidth needs are still met. There has been no packet loss in the lab test 

and protocols to handle collisions; this metric will be more meaningful in field testing. 

 Cost per sensor: The cost target for sensors built using commercial off-the-shelf 

components is a total cost of up to $20. Excluding a detector, each sensor node costs 

approximately $23. 

 Life span of sensor platform: The target is a lifespan up to 50 years. TBD. 

 Failure rate: The target is for a failure rate less than 1%, which is a reported failure rate of 

the Arduino board. More importantly, the team must be able to determine if a sensor has 

failed (not transmitting, transmitting incorrect data) with near 100% certainty. This is to be 

determined, but currently in the ballpark with one failure out of 49. 
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Technology Readiness Level (TRL) achieved:  

 The development of ad-hoc sensor networking protocols with methods to uplink data from 

read-out nodes to a central server: TRL 4. Communication using the protocols has been 

demonstrated in a laboratory environment. 

 The development of a reference platform based on low-cost, off-the-shelf devices, together 

with the custom protocols and software: TRL 3. Details on construction of the sensor nodes 

and associated software is available as a proof of concept with critical functionality 

complete. Additional functionality is needed to transmit from read-out nodes and to 

integrate detection devices for specific applications. 

 The integration to a system capable of acting on and visualization sensor data makes the 

data usable for decision making, possibly in real-time: TRL 2. This involves a connection to 

the IISOS which has not yet been made, but plans have been formulated how to accomplish 

it. 

How project outcomes will advance or impact current technologies or capabilities: The 

development of ad-hoc sensor networking protocols with methods to uplink data from read-out 

nodes to a central server (e.g. via UAV) provides a base platform capable of transmitting events 

and data in remote environments.  

The development of a reference platform based on low-cost, off-the-shelf devices, together 

with the custom protocols and software, allows data to be collected under a variety of 

applications and scenarios, including computational photometers. Additionally, the simulator 

allows for tuning of network parameters to optimize power and transmission for a particular 

application. 

The integration to a system capable of acting on and visualization sensor data makes the data 

usable for decision making, possibly in real-time. 

Computational intelligence in each sensor node will be able to help determine if there is a 

reportable event based on the spatial-temporal pattern of activation by detectors. 

Details of Software / models developed: Software was developed to implement the 

communication protocols and uploaded to each device. Software was also developed to 

simulate the network topology to study scalability and propagation under device failure. The 

source code is available upon request. 
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Events/meetings: Partner’s meeting June 29-30, 2015. 

Students Supported: Three undergraduate students were supported by ADAC on this project in 

Year 1. The three undergraduate students are all at UAA. Two are computer science majors and 

one is an electrical engineering major. In Year 1 the students worked primarily during summer 

of 2015. The electrical engineering student built and soldered the devices. The computer 

science students developed the communication protocols and simulator. All students 

participated in testing and presentations. 

Stakeholders Engaged:  

 The Port of Anchorage Director has offered to host the devices at the Port of Anchorage 

as a testbed. This could potentially be done in combination with the SmartCam project.  
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III.2.d PROJECT: New Class of Propeller-Driven Long-Range Autonomous Underwater Vehicle 

(AUV) for Under Ice Mapping of Oil Spills and Environmental Hazards 

Principal Investigator: Dr. James Bellingham, Director Underwater Robotics Laboratory,  

Woods Hole Oceanographic Institution (Dr. Bellingham was previously at MBARI) 

 

Overview of Project: 

With ice coverage diminishing, there will be an increase in Arctic marine traffic that creates an 

ever-growing risk of acute and chronic releases of crude oil and its refined products. Even in 

logistically accessible, well-studied, ice-clear waters, characterizing the extent and nature of a 

release can be difficult, as the 2010 Deepwater Horizon disaster in the Gulf of Mexico 

highlighted. For example, despite knowing the exact location of the damaged well and 

unprecedentedly high daily flow rate of 200,000 gallons of oil, it took two months to deploy and 

map subsurface plumes with an Autonomous Underwater Vehicle (AUV). 

The objective is to provide high-value, relevant, and timely observations of dissolved 

hydrocarbons and oil drops to oil-spill responders. To this end, the team will develop and 

demonstrate a system for detecting and reporting measurements at high latitudes across a 

spectrum of open to ice-covered waters. The system the team is creating builds on an existing 

AUV, the Tethys. This vehicle is unique for its combination of small size, high speed, payload 

capacity, and great endurance. Its logistical footprint is minimal and it can run for weeks or 

longer without direct human servicing. 

The Long-Range AUV (LRAUV), Tethys, is ideally suited for overcoming the many challenges 

faced, especially for under-ice operations. It is highly portable (120 kg dry weight; 2.3 meters 

long; and 30-cm mid-section width), and deployable from a wide range of platforms. Tethys can 

carry and power numerous sensors, and has a demonstrated range of 1,800 kilometers 

traveling at 2 knots (Bellingham et al. 2010; Hobson et al. 2012). Moreover, it has a proven 

track record. Three Tethys-class vehicles are in operation and three more are under 

construction. The vehicles have been deployed numerous times off the coast of northern 

California, accumulating more than 8,000 hours of at-sea operations. Typically, the vehicles are 

used for mapping the chemical, biological, and physical behavior of surface waters (<300 m). 

Ultimately, ADAC envisions Tethys as an invaluable tool that could monitor for releases, map 

natural oil seeps, constrain the location, type, and distribution of hydrocarbons during a spill, 

and help assess damages that may occur following a spill. 
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Summary of Progress thru 06/30/2015: 

The most pressing need for this project is to identify a plug-and-play, affordable, commercially 

available and proven sensor package for Tethys that can reliably detect oil under ice. While it is 

widely assumed that oil and gas exploration will lead to the first major release of hydrocarbons, 

a broader perspective is needed. After an analysis of current trends and discussions with 

industry and U.S. government officials knowledgeable about the Arctic, the working hypothesis 

is that there is an equal or greater chance for spills of diesel fuel and fuel oils from transport 

and power generation in the next decade than crude oils. This is absolutely key to decision-

making as the composition, environmental fate, and transport greatly differs for these 

products. They can also change or “weather” once released. A diesel fuel spill will lead to a 

much larger quantity of hydrocarbons dissolved in the water column while a crude oil spill will 

result in dissolved hydrocarbons as well as oil droplets. While little can be done to manage 

dissolved hydrocarbons, even though they pose the greatest threat to marine organisms under 

the ice and are must be measured for damage assessment, knowledge of the presence of oil 

droplets and their size will drive what response tools (e.g., booms, in situ burning, physical and 

chemical dispersion) will be employed. Hence, it is critical that the sensor package be versatile, 

capable of detecting any possible product or mixture of products, and with the necessary 

selectivity and sensitivity for an oil-spill response. In addition, system upkeep and the capacity 

for users to interpret data quickly is a high priority. 

After a review of the peer-reviewed and gray literature, the team plans to use a WET Labs, Inc. 

ECO Triplet sensor. This sensor package is a commercially available, off-the-shelf, three-channel 

optical sensor that can be configured to measure dissolved hydrocarbons and oil droplets 

simultaneously and was produced specifically for autonomous platforms. WET Labs sensors 

that comprise the triplet are referred to as pucks due their relatively small size. WET Labs offers 

a CDOM fluorometer (emission λ 360 nm, excitation λ 470 nm) capable of sensing dissolved 

hydrocarbons. Information supporting this choice includes:  

 In a recent and the most comprehensive review to date of in situ sensors for in situ 

measurements, the ECO CDOM fluorometer provided comparable results to the Chelsea 

Technologies Group AQUAtracka, Turner Designs Cyclops, and a UV spectrophotometer 

(Satlantic SUNA) and all provided detection limits were lower than the analysis of discrete 

samples analyzed in a laboratory with gas chromatography. While the team was initially 

keen to use an AQUAtracka, its bulky payload was a limiting factor as was the fact that at 

higher concentrations, its signal is saturated. 

 Wet Labs offers numerous optically based “pucks” that could measure droplet size using 

optical backscatters and volume scattering functions. WET Lab has been quite successful in 
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using these sensors for measuring plankton and zooplankton distributions. Due to the 

spherical nature of the oil droplets, they will be even easier to detect. 

 By using the triplet and therefore one vendor, there is the added benefit of a single point of 

contact and high likelihood of getting consistent results if more than one package is 

deployed on multiple AUVs. WET Labs is committed to continuing to refine their current 

technology and developing new ones. They have actively published in peer reviewed 

formats and presented at national meetings. 

 The ECO Puck is already a standard instrument for the Tethys LRAUV. The panel below 

shows a portion of a three-week long deployment, in which the Tethys vehicle measured 

temperature, salinity, dissolved oxygen, nitrate, currents, chlorophyll fluorescence, and 

optical backscatter at 470 and 650 nm. The last three measurements were made using an 

ECO Puck. To configure the system for oil-spill response, the team will use an ECO Puck 

configured for CDOM instead of chlorophyll fluorescence. 

Progress against Year 1 milestones:  

MILESTONE PROGRESS WHY NOT REACHED 
Identify and test oil detection 
sensors for under-ice 
characterization of oil spills 
appropriate for small, long-range 
AUV 

Completed. The team has 
identified an oil sensor (the 
Wetlabs Triplet ECO Puck with 
CDOM fluorescence channel) that 
has proven compatibility with the 
Long-Range AUV Tethys. It can be 
directly integrated into the vehicle, 
and will not compromise the 
vehicle’s high-endurance 
characteristics. The team will work 
with Dr. Ian Walsh at WET labs and 
Dr. Conmy (EPA) to integrate 
CDOM and optical backscatter data 
into the vehicle data stream and 
reporting. 
 

N/A 

 

Technology Readiness Level (TRL) achieved:  

TRL 4: The components of a Tethys-based under ice detection oil spill long-range AUV have 

been identified and their compatibility was proven.  

How project outcomes will advance or impact current technologies or capabilities: Project 

outcomes will extend the ability of oil-spill first responders to characterize spills in ice-covered 

oceans. At present, oil spills are largely assessed by their surface expression (visible oil on the 

surface). Detection and characterization of oil not visible from the surface remains an 

outstanding need, especially for oceans partially or wholly covered by ice. 
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Research tools that have been applied to subsurface oil detection include AUVs like Sentry and 

Dorado, which have large payload capacity but endurances on the order of a day, and buoyancy 

driven gliders which achieve multi-week endurance at the cost of minimal payload capacity and 

low (on the order of half a knot) speeds. 

The identification of an appropriate oil sensor allows the use of the Tethys LRAUV, which has 

payload capacity that can accommodate the identified sensor—as well as future systems like 

water sampling, has an endurance that will support operations for periods of several weeks, 

and has an operating speed of 2 knots that enables surveys in most coastal environments. 

Events/meetings: ADAC Annual Partners’ Meeting June 2015. 

Stakeholders Engaged:  

 Oil-spill response group, Exxon Mobil, discussion on future Arctic spills and sensors at a 

meeting and via email/phone. 

 Kent Satterlee, Shell, future responses to oil spills in the Arctic and the challenges faced 

when visiting WHOI. 

 Ray Bradley, American Petroleum Institute, discussed oil spill response “tool boxes” at their 

Washington D.C. headquarters. 

 Dr. Robyn Conmy, EPA, the author of the above cited paper has visited WHOI twice, 

describing her work, and her role as the US EPA’s representative in the influential 

Interagency Coordinating Committee on Oil Pollution Research (ICCOPR). 

 Debbie Payton, NOAA, lead in oil spill response, discussed oil spill response in the Arctic at a 

meeting and via email/phone. 

 Dr. Gregory Hall, PhD., U.S. Coast Guard, discussed challenges faced with response data and 

interpreting on the necessary times after a visit to the U.S. Coast Guard Academy and 

emails/phone. 

 James Robinson, U.S. Coast Guard, planner and advocate of AUV systems in the Arctic 

domain, key contact to USCG. 

 Dr. Rodney Cluck, Bureau of Ocean Energy Management, U.S. Department of the Interior, 

discussed priorities with respect to environmental assessment. This discussion included 

much of his teams (Walter Johnson, Brad Blythe, Stanley Labak, James Moore, and Michael 

Rasser). 
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III.3 THEME 3 – END-TO-END (E2E) 

Principal Investigator: 

Dr. Don Spalinger, Professor, UAA 

Email: despalinger@uaa.alaska.edu 

Overview of Project: 

The End-to-End (E2E) program is an integrative effort across all of ADAC’s activities, in which 

the team will combine products from its research activities, other appropriate technologies and 

data streams, and industry partners’ commercial off-the-shelf products, integrate them into an 

Intelligent System of Systems (IISoS), and transition them to Department of Homeland Security 

(DHS) stakeholders. IISoS will collect and collate information from multiple heterogeneous 

sources and sensors to provide a high-resolution representation of the state of the Arctic 

maritime domain —both current and long term. It will also integrate technology with 

indigenous knowledge-based perspectives so that stakeholders can make timely and effective 

decisions based on the best information available, provided in the best format possible.  

Summary of Progress thru 06/30/2015: 

Progress of the individual components of the E2E effort to stand up the IISoS are covered in the 

progress reports of the various projects that comprise the IISoS sensor feeds, data analytics, 

and data visualization capabilities. In addition, the E2E program has invested considerable 

effort during this performance period to assimilate all the milestones, metrics and timelines of 

all projects into ADAC’s project tracking software, and guide the conceptualization, 

development and integration of the various components into the IISoS. ADAC has worked 

closely with its industry collaborators to facilitate the development of the look and feel of the 

IISoS to ensure that it exceeds expectations for the demonstrations the team intends to deliver 

in the next few weeks to its DHS stakeholders. Below are outlined the expected milestones and 

metrics of the E2E program, and the degree to which these performance criteria were met or 

exceeded. 

Unanticipated problems and plans for addressing them: At the initiation of ADAC’s first year of 

work, the team expected that establishing close working relations with the DHS partner, the 

U.S. Coast Guard (USCG), and exchanging information and technology would be relatively 

straight-forward. However, the team soon realized that injecting new data streams and 

methodologies into the USCG command and control structure was to be a long and cautious 

process. Hence, the team’s expectation that they would be delivering data streams to USCG 

operation centers within nine months was overly optimistic. Nevertheless, ADSC will provide 

access to its IISoS web applications to USCG and other appropriate stakeholders within the next 
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month, engage in continuous evaluation and feedback with USCG, and provide USCG a link to 

all ongoing developmental work on the IISoS in the near future. 

Progress against Year 1 milestones:  

MILESTONE PROGRESS WHY NOT REACHED 
Complete a meeting with USCG 
and the Research and 
Development Center (RDC) to 
determine system requirements 

Completed. ADAC has met with 
D17 and Sector Anchorage several 
times during this reporting period, 
and have discussed USCG needs 
and requirements on these 
occasions. The current 
development efforts on scenario 
demonstrations, data fusion 
implementation, and data 
visualization implementation are 
based in large part on these 
interactions and discussions, as 
well as input from many other 
sources and contacts, e.g., 
meetings with NOAA, discussions 
with USCG RDC and other NGO's in 
the Arctic Maritime Domain. 
 

N/A 

Complete specifications for data 
formats and interfaces 

Completed. Many data streams 
that provide input to the IISoS have 
been formatted and interfaced to 
work in the scenarios the team has 
proposed. For the ship drift 
scenario, for example, the team 
has succeeded in coupling all 
relevant data streams available for 
running the ship drift model (a 
modified particle drift model 
similar to that of USCG's SAROPS), 
including NOAA's RTOSF and GFS 
weather models, and the US Navy's 
HYCOM ocean models. These same 
data streams feed the 
implementation of the GNOME oil 
spill model for predicting oil drift. 
In addition, the team has 
implemented a third scenario into 
the IISoS - a storm surge model 
(Theme 1, Project 2), requiring the 
importation of NOAA's ETSurge 
model output. Likewise, the CBONS 
data formats have been drafted, 
and the team has implemented 
communications protocols for 
incorporating CBONS observations 

N/A 
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into the data stream feeding the 
IISoS. The team has also completed 
the first phase of integrating sensor 
data (Isotopic atmospheric water 
and carbon monitoring) into the 
IISoS. 
 

Integrate the HSARPA data fusion 
system into the IISoS 

In progress The project is on hold until 
software licensing is renewed by 
HSARPA. Expected resumption date 
October 1, 2015. 
 

Provide USCG District 17 access to 
the data output from the IISoS 

Not completed It is premature to transition any of 
the products to operational status 
at the present time. ADAC met 
numerous times with many D17 
personnel (Admiral Abel, Mr. Jamie 
Robinson, Capt. Mehler, LCDR 
McGoey) to discuss data needs, 
gaps and data analytic 
implementation, and have 
discussed data product integration 
procedures with Art Allen (USCG 
SAR oceanographer), as well as 
integration of IISoS and modeling 
efforts into USCG operations. 
 

Issue an RFP for projects to replace 
system components that were not 
viable 

Not Issued The reporting period is too short to 
collect sufficient data on each 
project to adequately evaluate 
progress, effectiveness, and 
relevance to Arctic Domain 
Awareness program. We will 
initiate this triage and adaptive 
management process in the next 
Planning cycle. 
 

 

Metrics achieved during Year 1:  

 Number of products integrated in the IISoS. Target number for Year 1: 2-3.  ADAC has 

integrated five products and data streams into the current version of the IISoS: CBONS 

observational data, GNOME 2 modeling of oil spill trajectories, HYCOM and GFS model 

outputs, and Atmospheric Isotope Sensing). 

 Number of projects that reach their specific targeted TRL by the end of Year 1. Target 

number 7. Six projects have achieved or exceeded their Year 1 TRL targets.  

 The SmartCam project has not achieved the targeted TRL for its Port of Anchorage 

deployment  
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 The TRL targets for the Storm Surge modeling and the Long Range AUV projects are Year 2 

targets.  

How project outcomes will advance or impact current technologies or capabilities: ADAC’s 

IISoS will be the first platform for real time data analytics and machine-assisted value judgment 

for the Arctic Domain in which a complete suite of data streams and databases will be ingested 

and analyzed to provide Department of Homeland Security responders the ability to predict and 

respond appropriately and rapidly to Arctic Domain incidents of national significance. In its first 

year of operation, ADAC has uncovered numerous sources of relevant Arctic maritime data and 

organizations that are actively engaged in expanding these data streams. It is ADAC’s goal to 

position itself to be the center of data analytics and response for all of these organizations and 

efforts. As it does so, the team will develop a unique capability to evaluate the greatest gaps in 

knowledge or capability to respond to Arctic incidences, and then work to fill these gaps. 

Stakeholders Engaged:  

 RADM Abel, Mr. Jamie Robinson, CAPT. Mehler, LCDR McGoey, CAPT Deer, USCG DC17. 

 CAPT Dennis Evans, USCG RDC, Mr. Mark VanHaverbeke, USCG RDC. 

 Mr. John Mcentee Deputy Director, Boarders and Maritime Division, DHS S&T. 

 Mr. Steve Dennis, DHS HSARPA.
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III.4 THEME 4 - INTEGRATED EDUCATION  

Theme Lead: Dr. Orson Smith 

Email: opsmith@uaa.alaska.edu  

III.4.a PROJECT: Arctic Education: Implementing the Arctic Strategy in Training 

 

Principal Investigator: Victoria Blackwood, Coordinator, Continuing Education,  

Maine Maritime Academy 

 

Overview of Project: 

The Project includes three courses over three years. Years one and two involve the 

construction, USCG approval and first deliveries of two, International Maritime Organization 

(IMO) Standards of Training, Certification and Watchkeeping (STCW) Ice Navigation Courses to 

satisfy future mariner training requirements found in the 2015 final draft of the IMO Polar Code 

for Ships Operating in Polar Waters. The requirements are expected to enter into force (STCW 

required training) in January 2017. The Ice Navigation courses will each be equivalent to 40 

classroom hours delivered in a blended format (online and face-to -face segments) using the 

Academy’s CANVAS by Instructure Learning Management System.  

The courses are: Basic Ice Navigation for shipboard operational level personnel and Advanced 

Ice Navigation for shipboard management level personnel. The Basic course will be fully online 

in a self-paced format with a voice-over delivery of power point presentations and links to 

articles and videos. Online modules are followed by a face-to- face written assessment. The 

Advanced course will include self-paced, online modules followed by face-to-face written and 

simulation assessments. Simulation will be conducted using TRANSAS Ice Navigation software 

as an addition to the Academy’s full mission bridge simulator. The face- to-face portions of both 

courses will be offered at Maine Maritime Academy and, pending USCG approval, other 

locations in the US to expand mariner training location options. Basic Ice Navigation Course 

knowledge content will be included in the written assessment for the Advanced Ice Navigation 

course so Basic Course content is considered a prerequisite to the Advanced Course. The course 

to be delivered in May or June 2017 of Year 3 at Anchorage was selected from Maine Maritime 

Academy’s five DHS/FEMA approved First Responder Training Courses specifically for the 

maritime domain and will be tailored to the U.S. Arctic Domain. Categorized in the DHS/FEMA 

mission area Protect, the course selected is “Command Strategies and Tactics for Marine 

Emergencies” (CSTME), a 2-2.5-day program. The target audience is emergency management 
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agencies, emergency medical services, fire service, governmental administrative, hazardous 

material law enforcement, public safety communications, mutual aid or required response 

groups including USCG as part of a Maritime Incident Response Team, and security personnel at 

port facilities. Included among our project goals for Year 3 is CSTME adaptation to the Arctic, 

which will require advance travel and planning by the course provider, Tri-State Maritime 

Association. A blended delivery will reduce the face-to-face session to a single day to maximize 

attendance and will follow participants’ completion of course online modules. 

Summary of Progress thru 06/30/2015 

 

In the reduced Year 1 timeframe of February 1, 2015 – June 30, 2015, Captain Pundt focused on 

research and construction of modules for the Basic Ice Navigation course. He amassed 

considerable research for all modules and completed an early and largest “Types of Ice” module 

(written and online) by the target date of June 30. As the IMO updates information for the 

model course, he includes it. Because this is a new and dynamic area of maritime research, 

ADAC is being as proactive as possible in sourcing information. Parts of the first module were 

brought to the ADAC Partners’ meeting June 29-30, 2015 in Anchorage where ADAC Ice 

Modeling researcher, Andy Kliskey (akliskey@uidaho.edu) and Captain Pundt had good side 

discussions and will continue to work together to incorporate parts of Andy’s research as it is 

applicable to basic ice navigation instruction. Their collaboration, along with that of Tom 

Ravens (ADAC storm surge modeling researcher) will be more important in Year 2 as the 

Advanced Ice Navigation course is developed. 

 

The STCW final rule on the Basic Ice Navigation model course format, including the exact 

number and titles of modules has not yet been released or finalized by the IMO so Captain 

Pundt is working from the draft model course he and others developed in February at the 

London UK IMO Human Element in Training subcommittee meeting. USCG will have its own 

Port State (US) Control additions. For those reasons, other modules have not been finalized or 

lifted to canvas as changes may still occur. Captain Pundt is in communication with the IMO 

lead for USCG STCW, Ms. Mayte Medina, to assure the latest information is available. The same 

is true for the Advanced Ice Navigation course —nothing has been finalized by IMO/USCG. It is 

likely the ADAC-funded courses will become the U.S. model courses from which other maritime 

training institutions will work.  

 

PI Victoria Blackwood’s work supports the administrative and planning side of the project. This 

includes sourcing information from relevant LinkedIn blogs, communications with ice navigators 

associated with the Arctic, reading daily arctic.gov updates and the Barents Newsletter, 

discussions with TRANSAS regarding the Ice Navigation software development of specific Arctic 

regions and vessel models for the courses, travel to London and Quebec for Capt. Pundt, and 
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budget management. These activities filled the grant’s allotted time and she also worked some 

pro-bono.  

 

Advance work done in April Year 1, when the team’s Year 2 activities still included the DHS 

FEMA course, consisted of making contacts at Alaska Emergency Management, Port of 

Anchorage, UAF, and some exchange with Mark Van Haverbeke at USCG Research & 

Development. Newly contacted individuals and the course provider have since been advised 

that the DHS/FEMA course has been moved to Year 3. 

 

PI research also included becoming aware of USCG's regional units' maritime commerce 

resiliency guidelines, which may be helpful to this project. These USCG developed templates are 

good for scenario planning and are applicable to modules in both ice navigation courses and the 

DHS FEMA course. This is particularly true where they impact transnational cooperation with 

Canada and Russia should an international incident occur in the high North. 

 

May and June advance work included planning direct cost expenditures related to the course, 

including the purchase of charts and light lists for the U.S., Antarctica and Canada. Some were 

delayed (monies not spent) in order to take advantage of NOAA and Canadian re-charting of 

Arctic areas this summer and fall. Early planning with named project partner NAMEPA.net 

(North American Marine Environment Protection Association) began in Year 1 for the Castine-

based one day Symposium, "Opportunity Maine: The Lower 48 Arctic State," to be held in Year 

2 on December 3, 2015. That Symposium, along with some early advertising to "Save the Date" 

will help to raise awareness of U.S. Arctic concerns, address course publicity requirements, and 

afford the opportunity for ADAC representatives to plan a visit to Castine as their budgets 

allow. The symposium will include presentations of student papers on Arctic-centric issues and 

at least one faculty presentation on environmental regulations affecting the Arctic. Also 

planned are one or two presentations by industry experts on topics of Arctic infrastructure 

relevant to the project, an introduction to the DHS/FEMA course, and a demonstration of the 

ice navigation software due to be installed later this summer. 

Progress against Year 1 milestones:  

MILESTONE PROGRESS WHY NOT REACHED 
Develop 6 of 11 ICE Navigation 
course online modules 

Partially Complete. The module “Types of Ice” is 
complete. This is the largest of all 
planned modules. Involved 
students and advertised the work 
of the Center in a number of ways 
to the US and global ice mariner 
and USCG/IMO regulatory 
population. Encountered problems 
and remediation: Shortened 
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execution time due to delayed 
award start and IMO agreements. 
Developed schedule and plan to 
catch up: Captain Pundt expects to 
have the entire Basic Course 
submitted in Fall 2016. The 
Advanced course for Management 
level mariners will be built in the 
second semester and include 
online knowledge and a skills 
assessment using the simulator 
(the team will demo that simulator 
at the Dec 3 Symposium). 
 

 

Metrics achieved during Year 1: 

Ice navigation course level of achievement: Completed one or more of six existing online 

modules by June 30, 2015: Completed the module “Types of Ice.” 

How project outcomes will advance or impact current technologies or capabilities: Currently, 

there are few USCG approved blended training courses. By writing the Basic Ice Navigation 

Course for a blended delivery, the project is helping USCG advance its capability to reach and 

train more mariners and key DHS personnel at sea and ashore without them having to take 

extended time off to attend 5-day classroom sessions. 

Other Publications/Posters/Presentations developed and produced:  

 Fall 2014 press release from Maine Maritime Academy covering the DHS/OUP  

Grant Award. 

 http://mainemaritime.edu/about-mma/press-releases/maine-maritime-academy-to-offer-

ice-navigation-training-in-2015-2/  

 Fall 2014, advertisement in Outlook USCG focused publication in partnership  

with Transas. 

 Sept 16, 2014 Ellsworth American, a Downeast weekly newspaper detailed MMA’s Arctic 

Grant award. 

 Sept. 17, 2014 Professional Mariner, Maine based print magazine details DHS awards 

Arctic grant. 

 Oct. 6. 2014. Maine Biz article announcing grant award.  

 Nov. 2014. Bi-annual Maritime Educational Summit at Castine. Blackwood & Pundt 

presented break out session “Educating for the Arctic” to colleagues from other US 

Maritime Academies and MARAD. 
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 Winter 2014-2015 Mariner Magazine (MMA’s quarterly alumni publication) detailed the 

award and IMO.  

 April 9, 2015 Captain Pundt on Maine Public Radio forum “Maine and the Changing 

Arctic.” Discussed the risks vs. rewards of the Arctic expansion and how Maine  

might benefit. 

 May 2015 Island Institute - Working Waterfront story featured Capt. Pundt discussing 

ADAC/Maine. June 29, 2015 Bangor Daily News pre-event article about Arctic Climate 

Change and Fulbright Program July 10. In preparation for his presentation Current 

Trends and Initiatives in the Operation of Vessels in Polar Waters at the Fulbright 

seminar, Capt. Pundt covered a variety of content including risk assessment by the 

companies and countries engaged in resource extraction, exploration and shorter 

maritime transit routes via the Arctic. Excerpt:  

 

“Due to the severity of rapidly changing ice and weather conditions in Polar waters 

mariners will require frequent updates. Although the US Arctic data is improving, 

communications in the upper latitudes will require immediate improvements to provide 

the mariner access to the data. Much of the limited water depth data currently available 

stems from the early explorers. New data is required to improve safety for the 

mariners.” 

Details of Courses developed:  

From Basic Ice Navigation: “Types of Ice “per STCW code A-V/4-1-1-1 Basic knowledge of ice 

characteristics and areas where different type of ice can be expected in the area of operation:  

A-V/4-1-1-1.1.  Ice physics, terms, formation, growth, aging and stage of melt;  

A-V/4-1-1-1.2.  Ice types and concentrations;  

A-V/4-1-1-1.3.  Ice pressure and distribution;  

A-V/4-1-1-1.4.  Friction from snow covered ice.  

A-V/4-1-1-1.5.  Implications of spry-icing; Danger of icing up, precautions to avoid icing  

   up and options during icing up;  

A-V/4-1-1-1.6.  Ice regimes in different regions. Significant differences between the  

   Arctic and the Antarctic, first year and multiyear ice, sea ice and land ice;  

A-V/4-1-1-1.7.  Use of Ice imagery to recognize consequences of rapid change in ice and  

   weather conditions;  
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A-V/4-1-1-1.8.  Knowledge of ice sky and water blink; (water sky Ice blink) 

A-V/4-1-1-1.9.  Knowledge of differential movement of icebergs and pack ice;  

A-V/4-1-1-1.10.  Knowledge of tides and currents in ice-covered waters;  

A-V/4-1-1-1.11.  Knowledge of effect of wind and current on ice.  

Events/meetings ADAC represented at:  

 IMO subcommittee meeting on the Human Element in Training. 

 PI Blackwood attended NAMEPA forum in February 2015: Fast Forward to the Future of 

Maritime which focused on the Arctic. Met Admiral Papp and discussed 

grant/ADAC/UAA partner role. 

 

Students Supported: Two students. The original project suggested a student-managed LinkedIn 

blog detailing course development progress. As the Year 1 timeline was reduced significantly, 

Captain Pundt found it more helpful to have two students assist him with research.  

The two student research assistants were: Mrs. Sarah McLean Anderson, a third year student at 

MMA who grew up in the Canadian Arctic. Her father provided formal education for Inuit 

children. Sarah is researching the environmental and habitat portion of the course. She will 

continue her work throughout Year 2. Mr. Benjamin Morgan graduated this year and 

volunteered his time to develop the ship maneuvering in ice presentation.  

 

Stakeholders Engaged:  

 Ms. Mayte Medina USCG STCW lead to IMO – PI contacted Ms. Medina prior to, during and 

following Capt. Pundt’s participation as a technical ice navigation specialist for the U.S. 

delegation to the IMO’s Human Element in Training subcommittee.  

 Mr. Mark Van Haverbeke Senior Research Engineer USCG R&D. Met at the DHS meeting in 

Washington D.C. in 2014 and have communicated on several points. Most recent 

discussions were related to early decisions for Year 3 course.  

 Captain David (Duke) Snider – PI Blackwood contacted him via LinkedIn then he met with 

Captain Pundt at the IMO meeting. They may take a Northwest Passage trip together later 

this year. Capt. Snider is the CEO of Martech Polar Consulting, a privately-owned company 

providing global ice navigation services and support for polar shipping. He is a Master 

Mariner with 29 years at sea operating Canadian naval, commercial, and coast guard 

vessels. He is the author of a key reference for Capt. Pundt’s work, Polar Ship Operations, 

published by the Nautical Institute in 2012, as well as many other papers on ice navigation. 
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III.4.b PROJECT: Minority Institutions (MSI) Outreach 

Principal Investigator: Marva Watson 

Ms. Watson worked with Dr. Orson Smith, reference III.4.c. She retired from UAA.  

A replacement for her role in ADAC will be named once UAA his hired the new  

Director of Diversity.  

Before Dr. Marva Watson left UAA in February 2015 she provided a list of recent PhDs from 

UAA’s 21st Annual Compact for Faculty Diversity Institute.  The team reviewed 70 applicants, 

and narrowed this list to 21 potential candidates whose credentials appeared aligned with the 

Center's work.  However, upon close review and follow-up of these candidates, none of had 

expertise relevant to current ADAC projects.  However, subsequent to this review, ADAC hired 

one minority graduate student (American Indian), Corinne Nakashima, who has been working 

on the computational aspects of storm surge modeling. 

Due to the departure of Marva Watson in spring of 2015, the team did not fulfill the remainder 

of the MSI goals and objectives. 
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III.4.c PROJECT: Integrated Arctic Maritime Education 

Principal investigator: Dr. Orson Smith 

 

Overview of Project: 

The project involved course preparation and delivery, preparation of an Arctic port engineering 

monograph, and formulating, advertising and awarding scholarships.  

Summary of Progress thru 06/30/2015 

The team attended the Washington D.C. ADAC kick-off meeting, monthly DHS Center Of 

Excellence education meetings, and weekly ADAC meetings. They also correspond with Maine 

Maritime Academy regarding first responder and ice navigation course preparations. Maine 

Maritime Academy will provide a separate report of progress. 

Course preparation included meeting with the UAA College of Engineering about the coastal, 

ocean, and port engineering graduate series.  

The professional development short course “Arctic Marine Domain Awareness” was approved 

as a substitute for CE A674 Waves, Tides, and Ocean Processes (existing 3-credit graduate 

course); this is an online short course and is approximately 75% complete to date. 

Other existing courses will be converted to distance delivery with added Arctic emphasis, as 

expert faculty and financial resources become available. These include:  

CE A675 Design of [Arctic] Ports and Harbors. 

CE A676 [Arctic] Coastal Engineering. 

CE A677 [Arctic] Coastal Measurements and Analyses. 

CE A678 Design of [Arctic] Ocean Engineering Systems. 

The Arctic Marine Domain Awareness portion is approximately 75% complete as of 23 

September 2015. Its instructional goals were to: review earth science fundamentals as a basis 

for interpreting archived and current information and forecasts for Arctic atmosphere, ocean, 

and coast; review characteristics and trends of regional Arctic climate, weather, oceanography, 

and coastal processes; and to identify public sources of information, describe information 

retrieval, and interpret information for practical application in the Arctic setting. 
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The team formulated DHS scholarship announcements in collaboration with Marva Watson. 

The work included legal review of selection criteria and advertising scholarships. Awards were 

postponed until funding was located.  

The team corresponded with the ASCE Technical Council on Cold Regions Engineering regarding 

the Arctic Ports monograph. In July of 2015 they attended the TCCRE meeting at the Cold 

Regions Engineering Lab (CREL) Conference in Salt Lake City where they confirmed ASCE co-

sponsorship, peer review, and publication of monograph. 

Approximately 180 relevant conference papers, journal articles, and books have been gathered 

to date. Collaborations with contributing co-authors and reviewers are in progress.  

Progress against Year 1 milestones:  

MILESTONE PROGRESS WHY NOT REACHED 
Acquire external sponsorships Change of work plan On request of DHS OUP, ADAC 

developed a proposal for CDG 
funding. Received award $250,000 
 

Conduct workshop Change of work plan On request of DHS OUP, the ADAC 
team developed a proposal for 
annual workshops on IONS. The 
proposal was awarded in July 2015. 
 

Creation of scholarship program 
and advertisement of the 
scholarship program 
 

Completed N/A 

Publish workshop proceedings Change of work plan On request of DHS OUP, the annual 
IONS workshops will begin in 2016 
 

 

Metrics achieved during Year 1:  

Metrics 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7 are not applicable in Y1. Metrics 8, 9, and 10 for the project need to be 

changed to reflect the changes in the work plan.  

How project outcomes will advance or impact current technologies or capabilities: The 

courses developed review earth science fundamentals as a basis for interpreting archived and 

current information and forecasts for Arctic atmosphere, ocean, and coast. They also review 

characteristics and trends of regional Arctic climate, weather, oceanography, and coastal 

processes. Finally, they Identify public sources of information, describe information retrieval, 

and interpret information for practical application in the Arctic setting.
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APPENDIX A: BUDGET JUSTIFICATION 

ADAC – YEAR 1 BUDGET EXPENDITURES AND CHANGES ROLL UP 

Budgeted Salaries: $151,858: Funds are requested for UAA project personnel including project 

principal investigators, key and non-senior personnel, a post-doctoral associate, a research 

technician, and graduate and undergraduate students 

Salaries include an annual 3.5% increase for non-student personnel.  

 

Actual Salaries: $149,796 was spent for UAA project personnel as outlined in the budgeted 

salary section. The variance from budgeted to actual is $2,062 (1.38% of the budgeted 

category).  

 

Budgeted Benefits: $26,350: Benefits are applied according to the University of Alaska's fixed 

fringe benefit rates for FY15. Rates are 27.5% for faculty, 38.8% for exempt staff and 8.6% for 

summer portion of the graduate student.  

Graduate student health insurance is also budgeted at $2,087 for each student in each year of 

the project. 

 

A copy of the rate agreement is available at: 

http://www.alaska.edu/files/cost-analysis/FY2015-Fixed-Fringe-Benefit-Negotiated-

Agreement.pdf 

 

Tuition costs are included for the graduate student (academic year only). 18 hours of tuition (9 

fall, 9 spring) at $403/credit hour.  

 

Actual Benefits: $28,189 was spent for UAA personnel in the benefits category. The variance is 

$1,839 (6.9% of the budgeted category) more than the budgeted category. This variance is 

attributed to the difference in fringe rates at time of submission of the proposal to the 

approved Office of Naval Research negotiated rates. Several rate categories increased after 

negotiations and therefore there is a slight overrun in this cost category.  

Budgeted Travel: $58,158 after processing the carryforward request approved by DHS. Travel 

funds were requested to allow center director and key project personnel to attend meetings 

with partners, and events related to center research, including conferences and site visits.  

http://www.alaska.edu/files/cost-analysis/FY2015-Fixed-Fringe-Benefit-Negotiated-Agreement.pdf
http://www.alaska.edu/files/cost-analysis/FY2015-Fixed-Fringe-Benefit-Negotiated-Agreement.pdf
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Actual Travel: $50,163 was spent for various travel needs among contractors, consultants, 

partners, subawards, and personnel. All foreign travel was approved by DHS prior to travel as 

required by the cooperative agreement. Maine Maritime Academy was the only entity that 

required foreign travel (Canadian travel). The variance is $7,995 (13.75% of the budgeted 

category). This variance can be contributed to conducting meetings more efficiently via 

electronic capabilities therefore reducing the need to travel. The University of Alaska system 

has been mandated by the state to reduce travel costs and while UAA will travel to achieve all 

objectives of the cooperative agreement with DHS, UAA is also trying to comply with state 

mandates to reduce travel costs when appropriate.  

Budgeted Materials & Supplies: $18,791: Funds of $11,991 are requested for the purchase of 

materials and supplies related to the proposed research, including station tubing, 

micrometeorological sensors, and calibration tank regulators.  

Actual Materials & Supplies: $23,986 was spent for various materials and supplies to projects. 

This variance is $5,195. (27.65% of the budgeted category). Please see specific projects for a 

breakdown of the costs with regards to materials and supplies. Several projects needed 

additional materials and supplies. Additionally, because meetings were conducted remotely, 

more costs are attributed to supplies than the costs that would be attributed in the travel 

category. 

Budgeted Subawards: $221,754 after processing the carryforward request approved by DHS.  

Subawards will be made to: 

 University of Alaska Fairbanks $28,652 after approved DHS carryforward request. 

 Maine Maritime Academy $59,929. 

 University of Idaho $67,672 after approved DHS carryforward request. 

 University of Washington $12,800. 

 Dr. Bellingham of Woods Hole, formerly at MBARI, $55,000. 

Actual Subawards Expenditures: $201,724 after processing the carryforward request approved 

by DHS. 

Subawards will be made to: 

 University of Alaska Fairbanks $26,352.98 after approved DHS carryforward request. 

 Maine Maritime Academy $57,296. 

 University of Idaho $52,043 after approved DHS carryforward request. 

 University of Washington $12,156. 

 Dr. Bellingham of Woods Hole formerly at MBARI $53,876. 
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Variance is $20,030 (9.03% of the budgeted category). Variance is attributed to late start on the 

Work plan and several subawards had issues with weather that hindered performance. Please 

see project breakdown for more information regarding subawards.  

Budgeted Contractual/Services: $135,465 after processing the carryforward request approved 

by DHS. Funds are requested for center partners to provide services as needed for verification 

and validation of devices and models and to support E2E scenarios.  

 Robotic Technologies. 

 Mr. Charles Stuart. 

 GeoNorth. 

 Spectronn. 

 MDA. 

Actual Contractual/Services: $164,396 was spent for contracting agreements and various 

procurement of services. The variance is $28,930.94 (21.36% of the budgeted category). The 

source of most the contractual agreements are listed above. Please see specific projects for 

breakdowns. This variance is attributed to reduced travel costs and therefore additional needs 

in contractual and services were procured. 

Budgeted Equipment: $24,156: Funds are requested to purchase equipment necessary to 

perform the proposed research including simulation computers and lab equipment. 

Actual Equipment: $22,341 was spent on equipment as approved in the Work plan by DHS. The 

variance is $1,815.21 (7.51% of the budgeted category). This variance is attributed to 

equipment costs coming in lower than budgeted. See individual theme projects to determine 

specific equipment costs attributed that project. 

Budgeted Indirect Costs: $261,949 after adjustments were made for year one approved DHS 

carryforward. Facilities and Administrative (F&A) Costs are negotiated with the Office of Naval 

Research and for sponsored research are calculated at 51.2% of the Modified Total Direct Costs 

(MTDC). MTDC includes Total Direct Costs minus tuition, scholarships, subaward amounts over 

$25,000, participant support costs, and equipment. A copy of the rate agreement for FY14-FY16 

is available at: http://www.alaska.edu/files/cost-analysis/UA-FY14-16-Pred-FA-Rate-Agrmt.pdf 

Actual Indirect Costs: $257,887 was spent on indirect costs as per the University of Alaska 

Negotiated Rates with the Office of Naval Research. The variance is $4,062 (1.55% of the 

budgeted category). 

Total Sponsor Request for Year 1: $1,000,000. 
Total Sponsor Carryforward Request for Year 1: $101,519 

http://www.alaska.edu/files/cost-analysis/UA-FY14-16-Pred-FA-Rate-Agrmt.pdf
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Total Sponsor Budget for Year after approved Carryforward: $898,481 
Total Expenditures for Year 1: $898,481 
Difference: $0 
 

Please note that all carryforward requested funds from year one have been removed so that an 

accurate comparison of year one budget to actuals can be achieved. No variances exceed 10% 

of the total award, and are immaterial. Variances overall are attributed to late start in the work 

plan and providing a more efficient manner in delivering results (i.e. less travel but more 

contractual and services). For specific project variances, please see the attached Budget and 

Justification by Theme and Project.  
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ADAC – YEAR 1 BUDGET EXPENDITURES AND CHANGES BY OBJECT CLASS AND PROJECT 

III.1 THEME 1 – MARITIME DOMAIN AWARENESS PROJECT 

Theme Lead – Dr. Thomas Ravens, University of Alaska Anchorage (UAA) 
Email: tmravens@uaa.alaska.edu 

III.1.a PROJECT: Community Based Observer Networks for Situational Awareness (CBONS-SA) 

Principal Investigator: Dr. Lilian Alessa, University of Idaho 
 

Budget by Object Class  

Salary and Fringe Benefits $7,621 

Equipment $5,000 

Travel $6,800 

Subaward $34,959 

Indirect $24,067 

Total Project Request $78,447 

Carryforward to Year 2 ($10,775) 

Year 1 Revised TOTAL $67,672 

  

Expenditures: The Center for Resilient Communities (CRC at the University of Idaho) expended 

$52,043 in Year 1 which is $15,629 (23%) less than the revised budget amount of $67,672. 

 

Changes: CBON-SA expenses for CRC in Year 1 included: Salary and fringe benefits of $8,051 

which is $430 (5.6%) more than the budgeted amount of $7,621; Operating Expenses of $33 

which is $33 (100%) more than the budgeted amount of $0 due to these expenses not being 

anticipated. Equipment purchases of $5,000 for hand-held devices incorporating GPS and digital 

photography as per the budgeted amount; $5,166 was expended on travel which is $1,634 

(24%) less than the budget of $6,800 due to the difficulty of traveling due to spring storm 

events and poor ice conditions; $17,567 was expended on the sub-award which is $6,617 

(27.36%) less than the budgeted amount less carryforward of $24,184 also due to delays due to 

storm events and poor ice conditions; and indirect costs of $16,226 which is $7,841 (32.58%) 

less than the budget of $24,067 due to calculations on the above variances. Please note that 

the carryforward request was approved by DHS during the carryforward process. 
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III.1.b PROJECT: High Resolution Modeling of Arctic Sea Ice and Currents 

Principal Investigator: Dr. Jinlun Zhang, Polar Science Center, Applied Physics Laboratory, 
University of Washington. 

Budget by Object Class  

Salary and Fringe Benefits $8,327 

Indirect $4,473 

Total Project Request $12,800 

 

Expenditures: The University of Washington expended $12,156 in year 1, which is $644 (5.03%) 

less than the budgeted amount of $12,800. 

Changes: The University of Washington expenses in Year 1 included Salaries and fringe benefits 

of $7,655 which is $672 (8.07%) less than the budgeted amount of $8,327 and are very close to 

proposed; and indirect costs of $4,502 which is $29 (.65%) more than the budgeted amount of 

$4,473 due to calculations on the above variance. The University of Washington did not request 

carryforward nor was one approved, therefore the money was re-budgeted at the University of 

Alaska Anchorage to be incorporated into costs for the main project. 

III.1.c PROJECT: Oil Spill Modeling for the Bering, Chukchi, and Beaufort Seas. 

Principal investigator: Dr. Tom Ravens, UAA 

Budget by Object Class  

Salary and Fringe Benefits $18,745 

Indirect $9,597 

Total Project Request $28,342 

 

Expenditures: $29,226 was expended in total which is $884 (3.12%) more than the budgeted 

amount of $28,342. 

Changes: Expenses in Year 1 included: salary and fringe benefits of $19,329 which is $584 

(3.12%) more than the budgeted amount of $ 18,745 and is very close to proposed; and indirect 

costs of $9,897 which is $300 (3.13%) more than the budgeted amount of $9,597 due to 

calculations on the above variance. This minimal overrun was absorbed by project III.I.d. 
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III.1.d PROJECT: Real-Time Storm Surge and Coastal Flooding Forecasting  

for Western Alaska 

Principal investigator: Dr. Tom Ravens, UAA 

Budget by Object Class  

Salary and Fringe Benefits $31,694 

Equipment $5,000 

Indirect $16,227 

Total Project Request $52,921 

 

Expenditures: $46,665 was expended in total which is $6,256 (11.82%) less than the budgeted 

amount. 

Changes: Expenses in Year 1 included: Salary and Fringe benefits of $24,485 which is $7,209 

(22.7%) less than the budgeted amount of $31,694; Equipment of $6,378 which is $1,378 

(27.56%) more than the budgeted amount of $5,000 due to cost being higher than anticipated 

and indirect costs of $15,802 which is $425 (2.6%) less than the budgeted amount of $16,227 

due to calculations on the above variances. The remaining amount was absorbed by the main 

award for overruns with other projects. 

III.1.e PROJECT: Identifying, Tracking and Communicating Sea-Ice Hazards in an Integrated 

Framework. 

Principal investigator: Dr. Hajo Eicken, Geophysical Institute, University of Alaska Fairbanks 

Budget by Object Class  

Salary and Fringe Benefits $13,706 

Contractual Services $2,800 

Commodities $2,500 

Travel $3,166 

Indirect $11,196 

Total Project Request $33,368 

Carryforward to Year 2           ($4,716) 

Year 1 Revised TOTAL           $28,652 

 

Expenditures: $26,353 was expended in total which is $7,015 (21.02%) less than the originally 

budgeted amount of $33,368.  

Changes: The Budget in Year One was adjusted by $7,015 in carry forward to year two to fund 

faculty travel to and to perform experiments on the Healy which commenced on July 2, 2015. 
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The revised budget of $26,353 was expended in full no variances. Please note that the 

carryforward request was approved by DHS during the carryforward process. 

III.1.f PROJECT: Mobile Maritime Domain Awareness using HFR in Remote Settings 

Principal investigator: Thomas Weingartner, University of Alaska Fairbanks,  
Institute of Marine Science 

Expenditures and Changes: No funding was approved for Year 1. No expenditures or changes 

occurred. 

 

III.1.g PROJECT: Monitoring intentional and unintentional catastrophic events: detecting oil 

spills and sea ice properties through measurements of the C and H2O isotope geochemistry in 

winds. 

Principal investigator: Dr. Jeff Welker, Professor and Fulbright Distinguished US Arctic Chair-
Norway, Department of Biological Sciences, UAA 

 

Budget by Object Class  

Salary and Fringe Benefits $35,429 

Contractual Svc $2,300 

Commodities $7,991 

Travel $225 

Indirect $23,524 

Total Project Request $69,469 

 

Expenditures: $75,812 was expended in total which is $6,343 (9.13%) more than the budgeted 

amount. 

Changes: Expenses in Year 1 included: Salary and Fringe benefits of $39,238 which is $3,809 

(10.75%) more than the budgeted amount of $35,429 due to unbudgeted time for the Research 

Tech and for the PI’s time during the annual partners meeting.; Contractual Services of $2,300 

as budgeted; Commodities of $8,377 which is $386 (4.8%) more than the budgeted amount and 

close to the proposed amount of $7,991; Travel of $225 as budgeted; and Indirect costs of 

$25,672 which is $2,148 (9.13%) more than the budgeted amount of $23,524 due to 

calculations on the above variances. The overrun was absorbed by costs from contracting 

agreements that did not fully expend their costs. 
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III.2 THEME 2 - MARITIME TECHNOLOGY 

Theme Lead: Dr. Kenrick Mock, Associate Dean, College of Engineering, UAA 
Email: kjmock@uaa.alaska.edu 

 

III.2.a PROJECT: Integrated Intelligent System of Systems. 

Principal Investigator: Dr. Robert Finkelstein, RTI 
 

Budget by Object Class  

Salary and Fringe Benefits $18,598 

Contractual Svc $16,450 

Indirect $17,945 

Total Project Request $52,993 

 

Expenditures: $41,580 was expended in total which is $11,413 (21.54%) less than the budgeted 

amount. 

Changes: Expenses in Year 1 included: Salary and Fringe benefits of $9,050 which is $9,548 

(52%) less than the budgeted amount of $18,598 due to undergraduate student assistance not 

being utilized.; Contractual services of $18,450 which is $2,000 (12.16%) more than the 

budgeted amount of $16,450 due to contract being increased to allow for travel to Partners 

meeting; Indirect costs of $14,080 which is $3,865 (21.54%) less than the budgeted amount of 

$17,945 due to calculations on the above variances. 

III.2.b PROJECT: Smart Cam [Computational Photometer] 

Principal Investigator: Dr. Kenrick Mock, UAA and Dr. Sam Siewart, Contractor (former UAA 

professor) 

Budget by Object Class  

Contractual Svs $12,500 

Indirect $ 6,400 

Total Project Request $18,900 

  

 

Expenditures: $29,155 was expended in total which is $10,254 (54.25%) more than the 

budgeted amount. 
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Changes: Expenses in Year 1 included: Salary and Fringe benefits of $18,313 which is 18,313 

(100%) more than the budgeted amount of $0 due to Sam Siewert originally budgeted as a 

contractor and moved to employee status as adjunct faculty with fringe due to inability to be 

classified as a contractor due to University affiliation and recent transition, further he was 

unable to be a DCH contractor with Emory Riddle; Contractual services of $0 which is $12,500 

(100%) less than the budgeted amount of $12,500 due to these funds being reallocated to 

salary and fringe.; Computers of $970 which is $970 (100%) more than the budgeted amount of 

$0 due to; and Indirect costs of $9,873 which is $3,473 (54.27%) more than the budgeted 

amount of $6,400 due to calculations on the above variances. Costs were re-budgeted by the PI 

to assist with overruns in other projects. 

III.2.c PROJECT: Low-Cost Wireless Remote Sensors for Arctic Monitoring 

Principal Investigator: Dr. Kenrick Mock, UAA 

Budget by Object Class  

Salary and Fringe Benefits $15,449 

Equipment $10,000 

Indirect $7,910 

Total Project Request $33,359 

 

Expenditures: $29,299 was expended in total which is $4,060 (12.17%) less than the budgeted 

amount. 

Changes: Expenses in Year 1 included: Salary and Fringe benefits of $12,469 which is $2,980 

(19.29%) less than the budgeted amount of $15,449 due to students not able to work as many 

hours as anticipated and nonexempt staff effort was shifted to Storm project; Equipment of 

$6,909 which is $3,091 (30.91%) less than the budgeted amount of $10,000 due to desired 

equipment being unavailable; Indirect costs of $9,921 which is $2,011 (25.42%) more than the 

budgeted amount of $7,910 due to calculations on the above variances. Costs were re-

budgeted by the PI to assist with overruns in other projects. 
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III.2.d PROJECT: New class of propeller-driven Long-Range AUV for Under Ice Mapping of Oil 

Spills and Environmental Hazards 

Principal Investigator: Dr. James Bellingham, Director Underwater Robotics Laboratory, Woods 
Hole (previously at MBARI) 

Budget by Object Class  

Salary and Fringe Benefits $33,996 

Commodities $2,428 

Indirect $18,576 

Total Project Request $55,000 

 

Expenditures: $53,876 was expended in total which is $1,124 (2.04%) less than the budgeted 

amount. 

Changes: Expenses in Year 1 included: Salary and Fringe benefits of $26,556 which is $7,440 

(21.88%) less than the budgeted amount of $33,996 due to the PI relocating from the Monterey 

Bay Aquarium Research Institute to WHOI creating a period of reduced activity; Travel of 

$2,125 which is $2,125 (100%) more than the budgeted amount of $0 due to unbudgeted travel 

to the partners meeting; Commodities of $1,600 which is $828 (34.10% ) less than the budgeted 

amount of $2,428 due to reduced cost of devices between budgeting and project execution and 

Indirect costs of $23,595 which is $5,019 (27.01%) more than the budgeted amount of $18,576 

due to calculations on the above variances. WHOII did not request carryforward nor was one 

approved, therefore the money was re-budgeted at the University of Alaska Anchorage to be 

incorporated into costs for the main project. 

III.3 THEME 3 - E2E PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR: DR. DON SPALINGER, PROFESSOR, UAA 

Email: despalinger@uaa.alaska.edu 
 

Budget by Object Class  

Salary and Fringe Benefits $28,802 

Contractual Svc $32,900 

Indirect $31,591 

Total Project Request $93,293 

Carry Forward          ($10,700) 
 

Year 1 Revised Total           $82,593 

 

Expenditures: $76,092 was expended in total which is $6,501 (7.87%) less than the budgeted 

amount. 

mailto:despalinger@uaa.alaska.edu
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Changes: Expenses in Year 1 included: Salary and Fringe benefits of $28,126 which is $676 

(2.3%) less than the budgeted amount of $28,802; Contractual Services of $22,200 which is $0 

(0%) less than the budgeted amount of $32,900 less carryforward of $10,700 for a revised 

budgeted of $22,200; and Indirect costs of $25,767 which is $5,824 (18.44%) less than the 

budgeted amount of $31,591 due to calculations on the above variances. The remaining 

amount was absorbed by the main award for overruns with other projects. 

III.4 THEME 4 - INTEGRATED EDUCATION THEME LEAD: DR. ORSON SMITH 

Email: opsmith@uaa.alaska.edu  

III.4.a PROJECT: “Arctic Education: Implementing the Arctic Strategy in Training” 

Principal Investigator: Victoria Blackwood, Coordinator Continuing Education Maine Maritime 
Academy 

 
Budget by Object Class  

Salary and Fringe Benefits $31,330 

Travel $6,000 

Commodities $4,000 

Indirect $18,599 

Total Project Request $59,929 

 

 

Expenditures: $57,296 was expended in total which is $2,633 (4.39%) less than the budgeted 

amount. 

Changes: Expenses in Year 1 included: Salary and Fringe benefits of $29,019 which is $2,311 

(7.38%) less than the budgeted amount of $31,330 ; Travel of $9,598 which is $3,598 (59.96%) 

more than the budgeted amount of $6000 due to unbudgeted travel to the Partners meeting; 

Commodities of $1,566 which is $2,434 (66.85%) less than the budgeted amount of $4,000 due 

to the delay in purchasing new charts and Indirect costs of $17,113 which is $1,486 (7.99%) less 

than the budgeted amount of $18,599 due to calculations on the above variances. Maine 

Maritime Academy did not request carryforward nor was one approved, therefore the money 

was re-budgeted at the University of Alaska Anchorage to be incorporated into costs for the 

main project. 
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III.4.b. PROJECT: Minority Serving Institutions (MSI) outreach 

Principal Investigator: Marva Watson, Director, Diversity, UAA 

and 

III.4.c. PROJECT: Integrated Arctic Maritime Education 

Principal investigator: Dr. Orson Smith 

 

Budget by Object Class  

Salary and Fringe Benefits $16,990 

Contractual Svc $4,000 

Commodities $4,000 

Indirect $12,795 

Total Project Request $37,785 

Carryforward ($4,000) 

Year 1 Revised TOTAL $33,785 

 

Expenditures: $9,713 was expended in total which is $24,072 (71.25%) less than the revised 

budgeted amount. 

Changes: Expenses in Year 1 included: Salary and Fringe benefits of $6,424 which is $10,566 

(62.19%) less than the budgeted amount of $16,990. Contractual Services of $0 which is $0 (%) 

less than the budgeted amount less carryforward of $4,000 for a revised budget of $0; 

Commodities of $0 which is $4,000 (100%) less than the budgeted amount of $4,000 due to; 

Indirect costs of $3,289 which is $9,506 (74.29%) less than the budgeted amount of $12,79. 

Variances and unspent project costs are a result of Dr. Smith retiring and resigning his position. 

This work will be performed by Victoria Blackwood of Maine Maritime in Year 2. 
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UAA ADAC Program Management 

Budget by Object Class  

Workshop/Workplan Dev $100,000 

Travel $30,529 

Contractual Svc $97,400 

Commodities $5,800 

Equipment $9,156 

Indirect $130,508 

Total Project Request $373,393 

Carryforward to Year 2 ($71,328) 

Year 1 Revised TOTAL $302,065 

 

Expenditures: $356,914 was expended in total which is $54,849 (19.09%) more than the revised 

budgeted amount.  

Changes: A total of $86,028 was carried forward to Year 2; $5,300 for travel, $10,000 for travel, 

$40,000 for contractual services and $30,728 in F & A.  

 

Expenses in Year 1 included: Salary and Fringe benefits of $15,333 which is $15,333 (100%) 

more than the initially unbudgeted amount for UAA ADAC Program Management support staff 

Shorney Linton and Cheryl Spalinger. Administrative Support under $25,000 falls under the 

federal guideline and as such costs were covered by re-budgeting by the University of Alaska 

Anchorage from other project savings ; $51,206 for travel which is $13,561 (26.48%) less than 

the revised budget after carryforward of $64,767 due to initial work-plan development 

amounts for sub-awardees being added back to travel budget as related costs were incurred by 

UAA in booking partner travel to D.C.; $121,375 for Contractual Services which is 33,675 

(38.40%) more than the revised budget after carryforward of $87,700 due to additional 

contract services for acceleration of work in the period of April through June; $15,165 in 

commodities which is $8,365 (123%) more than the budgeted amount of $6,800 due to 

increased program supplies; $8,505 in equipment which is $651 (7.1%) less than the budgeted 

amount of $9,156 due to savings in purchase and $145,331 in indirect costs which is $11,689 

less than the revised budget after carryforward of $133,642 due to calculations on the above 

variances. Please note that the carryforward request was approved by DHS during the 

carryforward process. 
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APPENDIX B: CERTIFICATION CONCERNING PATENTABLE INVENTIONS 
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APPENDIX C: SHAREPOINT OVERVIEW 

 

The ADAC SharePoint site provides real-time status and project information to key stakeholders 

and project teams regarding ADAC as a whole and for individual ADAC projects. The home page 

summarizes information for ADAC overall and is divided into several sections that provide 

critical “at a glance” information with the ability to “drill-down” to individual projects for more 

detailed information or access links to other relevant material. The left side navigation area 

provides links to access other relevant sites of interest along with publically available 

documents, research reports, and proceedings. The site is designed to ensure that only 

stakeholders with appropriate credentials are provided access to the secure overall ADAC 

SharePoint site and individual ADAC projects information.   

 The ADAC Projects Status summary shows how individual ADAC projects are progressing 

against key overall ADAC milestones and a snapshot of their current status using red, 

yellow, or green indicators.  

 The ADAC Projects list provides a summary list of all ADAC projects with links to each 

project’s unique page where detailed information about that specific project can be 

shared. (See examples of ADAC Project-specific pages). The individual ADAC project 

pages are consistent with the format of the overall site.  

 The Week at a Glance section includes key notices, reminders, and deadlines for the 

coming week. 

 The Calendar area provides a longer-term summary of key upcoming events, milestones 

and deadlines.  

 ADAC in the News includes links to press releases and information about critical ADAC 

and partner events, meetings and activities.  

 ADAC Structure/Contact Information provides information and points of contact for 

center sponsorship, leadership, structure and project teams.  
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APPENDIX D: LITERATURE REVIEW OF 30 STUDIES ON OIL FATE AND TRANSPORT IN ARCTIC 

ENVIRONMENTS 

 
 

Dr. Thomas Ravens,  

University of Alaska Anchorage  

Email: tmravens@uaa.alaska.edu 

Ms. Dana Brunswick 

University of Alaska Anchorage  

Email: dana.brunswick@gmail.com 

 

Ice concentration plays a large role in the fate and transport of the oil and there are several possible situations in 

which oil will interact with the ice in the Arctic.  Between November and April, the average ice concentration is 

90% in the Beaufort and Chukchi Seas, while between Pt. Woronzof and Prudhoe Bay ice concentrations are less 

than 50% only an average of 25 days according to NWS. Ice is often present in the Arctic and will impact how oil 

behaves.  

How oil interacts with ice depends on its location with regards to the oil. Oil can spill below ice, such as from a 

subsea blowout or subsea pipeline, on the water’s surface bound by an ice pack such as from a leaking tanker, and 

on the ice surface, possibly from an ice-locked platform or after migrating through brine channels from below the 

ice. Each of these situations will affect how the oil is trapped, drifts, and ultimately dissipates. 

 

The cold temperatures will also affect how the ice behaves. The spreading behavior of oil is naturally slowed down 

by cold water and as oil forms a wax layer. Oil is much denser at colder temperatures; oils that would float in the 

Gulf of Mexico will sink in Alaska. The pour point of oil can be close to water temperatures. At temperatures below 

the pour point, the oil will begin  

to gel. 

 

The salinity surrounding ice changes depending on the time of year (ice forming, melting) and age of ice. This will 

impact whether the oil will sink. 

 

Several researchers have grouped oil- ice interaction into 3 groups:  

1. The ice concentrations less than 30%. 

2. The ice concentrations are 30-70%. 

3. The ice concentrations are greater than 70%. 

 

The oil-ice interaction changes depending on the ice fraction. At ice concentrations below 30%, the oil is able to 

spread similar to open-water conditions. Between 30-70% ice concentrations, the oil is herded, or bounded by the 

ice. It is able to spread, but it is somewhat trapped by the ice and will move with the ice pack. Ice drift will better 

approximate transport, compared to a function of surface currents and wind drift. Finally, at ice concentrations 

greater than 70%, the oil is part of the ice pack and a portion of the oil will become encapsulated by the ice.  

 

mailto:tmravens@uaa.alaska.edu
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The natural oil containment provided by close pack ice depends on ice concentration and other variables. 

Generally, the presence of 60% ice concentration leads to a slick that is less than half the area of the same oil 

volume in open water and there is an inverse relationship between the ice concentration and spreading. Spreading 

rates approach those for open water by 30% ice concentration. 

 

When oil is below the ice, the volume of oil trapped is proportional to the ice roughness. The oil can be removed 

from beneath the ice by a current greater than 5 cm/s for smooth ice, and 15-30 cm/s under typical sea ice (based 

on field observation). After a short period of time (hours to days) a lens of ice will form below the oil and 

encapsulate it where it will remain until it is able to migrate to the surface or the ice melts. Ice containing oil will 

melt earlier than oil without ice, in some cases 2 weeks earlier (based on field observation). 

Options 

Spreading: There have been several equations developed for spreading.  

Yapa et al. (2006) developed a method to calculate spreading in icy waters. He assumed the density of oil equals 

the density of ice and used four configurations: oil thickness is the ice thickness above water (oil bounded by ice 

and water), oil thickness is less than the ice thickness above water (oil bounded by ice), the oil thickness above 

water is the ice thickness above water (oil bounded by ice and ice submerged below oil) and relative to water 

density, and oil thickness is less than the ice thickness above water (oil bounded by ice) and relative to water 

density. 

 

Another method posed by Yapa and Chowdhury (1989) for spreading under ice: 

𝑅 = 𝐾 [
∆𝜌𝑔𝑄3

𝜇𝑜
]

1
8

𝑡
1
2 

Where  

R is the radius of the oil slick,  

K is a constant,  

∆𝜌 is the density difference between water and the oil,  

g is acceleration due to gravity,  

Q is the discharge rate, constant  

μo is the viscosity of the oil,  

t is the time after the spill started. 

𝑅𝑓 = (
1

2𝜋2
)

1
4
(
∆𝜌𝑔

𝜎𝑛𝑛
)

1
4
𝑉
1
2 

Rf  is the final radius of the oil slick,  

∆𝜌 is the density difference between water and the oil,  

g is acceleration due to gravity,  

𝜎𝑛 is interfacial tension of oil and water,  

V is the total volume discharged, constant. 

Unidirectional spreading (Weerisya and Yapa, 1993): 
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Oil Stripping from beneath ice from Puskas and McBean (1986): 

 
Evaporation: The quantity of oil trapped beneath ice will be unable to evaporate. It may, over time, migrate to the 

ice surface through brine channels or ablation, at which time it will be able to evaporate. Oil in snow evaporates 

more slowly. Once the oil is at an air interface, the evaporation should be similar to that modelled by ADIOS. This 

also means that the volatiles will be evaporating once the oil resurfaces, so benzene could be released into the 

atmosphere months after the spill, if it hasn’t dissolved. 

 

Buist, Belore, Dickins, Guarino, Hackenberg, and Wang made a comparison of experimental data to a Mackay’s 

evaporation exposure algorithm (Buist, et al 2009. In general, Buist et al. finds that Mackay will over predict 

evaporation in the presence of ice. 
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Dispersion: Oil sheltered by the roughness below ice will not be likely to vertically disperse naturally. The rocking 

action of ice floes may disperse oil droplets; however, the droplets tend to be too large and re-coalesce. 

 

Dissolution: Dissolution usually has a small role in oil weathering. Most water-soluble compounds tend to be lost 

through evaporation prior to dissolving. If oil becomes trapped beneath ice, the water –soluble compounds will be 

unable to evaporate and could become dissolved if they are finely dispersed. The dissolution rates in cold water 

are lower than at warmer temperatures. 

 

Emulsification: In areas of prevalent ice, the ability of wave and wind action to mix the oil and create a mousse is 

reduced. At open water edges, the physical action of moving floes may accelerate the creation of emulsions. 

 

Biodegradation: Biodegradation below ice is being studied in Fairbanks right now. Biodegradation has been noted 

within ice as well as dispersed in water. Sufficient nutrients were present in the Chukchi Sea to biodegrade 

physically dispersed oil at 21 degrees C. Natural seeps are known to occur off the Western coast of Alaska. 
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APPENDIX E: ARCHITECTURE OF THE IISOS PROTOTYPE 

 

IISOS Architecture of a System Node 

 

The IISOS under development by the DHS Arctic Domain Awareness Center is built as a hierarchical system whose 

core architecture is the generalized cognitive agent architecture 4D/RCS developed by NIST (Albus, 2002) . The 

reference architecture of a system node is shown in Figure 3.  

 
 

Figure 3: IISOS node architecture (Albus, 2002) 

 

The sensory inputs include: data from remote and in-situ sensors, model-based predictions from external 

environmental and social computational models, observations and data streams from Community-Based 

Observation Networks (CBONs) participants.  

The world modeling processor (WMP) includes a knowledge data base (kDB) and the embedded code of needed to 

execute world modeling processes. The WMP’s function is to maintain the kDB and to execute the appropriate 

modeling processes in response to inputs sensory data and the plans for behavior routines. The kDB has three 

components short-term memory, long-term memory, and the immediate experience storage. The kDB contains 

data structures and dynamic information with short life span.  

 

The behavior generator has two subcomponents: the intent generator – it selects goals (intents) and the planner – 

it generates plans for behavior routines aimed at achieving the selected goals, e.g., goal: “acquire data for 

ingestion in the ice coverage model for area XYZ”, behavior routine: “deploy new UAV mounted sensors in area 

XYZ during the time period.”  

 

The value judgement processor evaluates the situation perception (input from WMP) and the expected effects of 

the generated behavior plans and computes the importance of the situation and the relative importance/urgency 

of the current plan.  
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The operator interface supports operator control UI to communicate visual information and contextual 

interpretations to support decision making.  

 

The initial prototype of the IISoS is a hierarchical system of four cognitive agents.  

1. A system agent including a system UI and three task-oriented agents.  

2. Data support for SAR operations agent (SAR agent). The user interface (UI) of the agent will emulate the UI of 

the Marine Exchange of Alaska vessel tracking system.   

3. Data support for oil spill response agent (Oil spill agent) Coastal surge forecasting and data support for 

response agent (Coastal surge agent).  

 

The system agent functions include:  

1. Gathering data.  

2. Maintenance of the common knowledge database. 

3. Evaluation of task-specific agents’ reports.  

4. Deployment of task-specific agents. 

2. Interaction with the user. 

3. Evaluation of user needs and feedback. 

 

The SAR, Oil spill, and Coastal surge agents’ functions include:  

1. Evaluation of incident alerts.  

2. Providing the user/incident manager with interface to pull incident-related data including sensor data streams, 

model forecasts and now casts data, environmental, ecological, and subsistence related data. 

3. Report to the system agent the values and effectiveness and of incident-related data and models. 

4. Maintain task-specific environmental and operational awareness.  

5. Build task specific incident operational models.  

6. User interaction.  
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APPENDIX F: IISOS SAR DEMONSTRATION SCENARIO 1 

 

Mission Need:  

Provide actionable information to the Search and Rescue decision makers and responders during an incident of 

national significance.  

Incident of National Significance Scenario (INSS) Description:  

The Crystal Serenity1 will experience a fire in the engine room that incapacitates the ship, setting it adrift. As per 

similar incidents onboard cruise ships in recent years (e.g., the Carnival Triumph in 2013, the Carnival Splendor in 

2010), the fire leaves communications and emergency power operable, but completely disables propulsion. The 

incident disables the ship approximately 50 km northeast of St. Lawrence Island. It will be drifting towards St. 

Lawrence Island which could result in potential grounding on a small island or reef near Gambell. 2-3 people on 

board suffer serious injury which requires helicopter or 16-ft skiff evacuation from the ship. There is the potential 

for an oil spill if it runs aground. There may be a need to engage Dynamic Modelling for Arctic Resource Allocation 

(DMARA) to coordinate response from other resources in the area.  

 

The ADAC IISOS receives the distress call, and logs the location of the ship, along with all potential response vessels 

in the vicinity. It notifies USCG, and provides information regarding asset deployment and associated ETAs. It then 

provides a nowcast of current relevant sea and weather conditions at and within a 100 km radius of the ship, and 

then provides a 24 hr. forecast of ship drift.  

Project Objectives: 

1. Demonstrate and benchmark IISoS’ capabilities to monitor and predict sea conditions that would affect drift 

and assistance to the vessel.  

2. Demonstrate and benchmark IISoS’ capabilities to relay information on available assets in the immediate area 

to assist in repair or towing of the vessel to a safe port.  

3. Demonstrate and benchmark IISoS’ capabilities to predict the drift of the stricken vessel.  

4. Demonstrate and benchmark ADAC’s capability to integrate IISoS into the USCG SAROPS.  

 

Milestones/Deliverables Schedule:  

1. October 2015 Table-Top Demo: Surveillance of a theater of approximately 1000 km2 centered on the Bering 

Strait, with simulated availability of USCG assets distributed within this theater (or in adjacent areas), and of 

other ship traffic in the theater. The IISoS will provide now-cast, high-resolution 24 hour forecast, and lower 

resolution 72-hour forecast. It will also include the ability to simulate a small oil spill and/or an approaching 

storm. It will also include CBONS based local confirmation of conditions and potential emergency 

                                                 
1 The Crystal Serenity is named as our hypothetical ship in distress. The participation of a USCG Cutter as its 
surrogate would provide an excellent opportunity for the USCG and ADAC to establish a strong working 
relationship as we move forward. 
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response/evacuation to Gambell clinic or Nome. A USCG Cutter will provide real-time simulation of a disabled 

ship, and stakeholder observation from the field of actual conditions and responses.  

Stakeholders:  

 USCG D17 Admiral Able, CAPT Deer, LCDRR McGoey, Mr. Robinson, USCG RDC Mr. Macesker and Mr. 

Hansen. 

USCG Resources:  

1. SMEs to observe and evaluate the demo.  

2. Time during a USCG cuter mission to provide real-time simulation of a disabled ship, and stakeholder 

observation from the field of actual conditions and responses. 
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APPENDIX G: IISOS SAR DEMONSTRATION SCENARIO 2 

 

Mission Need:  

Provide actionable information to the Search and Rescue decision makers and responders during an incident of 

national significance.  

Incident of National Significance Scenario (INSS) Description: 

The Crystal Serenity2 will experience a fire in the engine room that incapacitates the ship, setting it adrift. As per 

similar incidents onboard cruise ships in recent years (e.g., the Carnival Triumph in 2013, the Carnival Splendor in 

2010), the fire leaves communications and emergency power operable, but completely disables propulsion. The 

incident disables the ship approximately 50 km northeast of St. Lawrence Island. It will be drifting towards St. 

Lawrence Island which could result in potential grounding on a small island or reef near Gambell. 2-3 people on 

board suffer serious injury which requires helicopter or 16-ft skiff evacuation from the ship. There is the potential 

for an oil spill if it runs aground. There may be a need to engage Dynamic Modelling for Arctic Resource Allocation 

(DMARA) to coordinate response from other resources in the area.  

 

The ADAC IISOS receives the distress call, and logs the location of the ship, along with all potential response vessels 

in the vicinity. It notifies USCG, and provides information regarding asset deployment and associated ETAs. It then 

provides a nowcast of current relevant sea and weather conditions at and within a 100 km radius of the ship, and 

then provides a 24 hr. forecast of ship drift.  

Project Objectives: 

1. Demonstrate and benchmark IISoS’ capabilities to monitor and predict sea conditions that would affect drift 

and assistance to the vessel.  

2. Demonstrate and benchmark IISoS’ capabilities to relay information on available assets in the immediate area 

to assist in repair or towing of the vessel to a safe port.  

3. Demonstrate and benchmark IISoS’ capabilities to predict the drift of the stricken vessel.  

4. Demonstrate and benchmark ADAC’s capability to integrate IISoS into the USCG SAROPS.  

 

Milestones/Deliverables Schedule:  

1. October 2015 Table-Top Demo: Surveillance of a theater of approximately 1000 km2 centered on the Bering 

Strait, with simulated availability of USCG assets distributed within this theater (or in adjacent areas), and of 

other ship traffic in the theater. The IISoS will provide now-cast, high-resolution 24 hour forecast, and lower 

resolution 72-hour forecast. It will also include the ability to simulate a small oil spill and/or an approaching 

                                                 
2 The Crystal Serenity is named as our hypothetical ship in distress. The participation of a USCG Cutter as its 
surrogate would provide an excellent opportunity for the USCG and ADAC to establish a strong working 
relationship as we move forward. 
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storm. It will also include CBONS based local confirmation of conditions and potential emergency 

response/evacuation to Gambell clinic or Nome. 

2. 2016 Demo:  Replay of the Chrystal Serenity INSS involving a USCG Cutter to provide real-time simulation of a 

disabled ship, and stakeholder observation from the field of actual conditions and responses.  

Stakeholders:  

 USCG D17 CAPT Deer, LCDRR McGoey, Mr. Robinson, USCG RDC, Mr. Macesker, and Mr. Hansen. 

USCG Resources:  

1. October 2015 Table-Top Demo: SMEs to observe and evaluate the demo.  

2. 2016 Demo: Time during a USCG cuter mission to provide real-time simulation of a disabled ship, and 

stakeholder observation from the field of actual conditions and responses.  
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APPENDIX H: ACRONYMS  

4D/RCS Four dimension/real-time Control System 

ACOMS Acoustic communication 

ADAC Arctic Domain Awareness Center 

ADCIRC Advanced Circulation Module 

ADCP/DVL Acoustic Doppler Current Profiler/Doppler Velocity Logs 

ADIOS Automated Data Inquiry for Oil Spills 

AHP Analytic Hierarchy Process 

AIS Automatic Identification System 

AOOS Alaska Ocean Observing System 

ASCE TCCRE American Society of Civil Engineers Technical Council on Cold Regions Engineering 

ATV All-Terrain Vehicle 

AUV Autonomous Underwater Vehicle 

AVTEC Alaska Vocational Technical Center 

BESTMAS Bering Ecosystem Study ice-ocean Modeling and Assimilation System 

C Carbon 

C3 Command, Control and Communications Networks 

CBONS Community-Based Observer Networks 

CBONS-SA Community-Based Observer Networks for Situational Awareness 

CMOS Common Metal Oxide Substrate 

CO2 Carbon Dioxide 

COE Center of Excellence 

COE/D Center of Excellence Director 

COE/ED Center of Excellence Executive Director 

COP Common Operating Picture 

COPE Coastal Ocean and Port Engineering 

COTS Commercial off-the-shelf 

CSTME Command Strategies and Tactics for Marine Emergencies 

CSTME Command Strategies and Tactics for Marine Emergencies 

CTD Conductivity, Temperature and Depth (sensor instrument package) 

DARPA Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency 

DEC State of Alaska Department of Conservation 

DHS Department of Homeland Security 

DHS/OUP DHS Office of University Programs 

DSP Digital Signal Processor 
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E2E End-to-End 

EMR Emergency Medical Responder 

EMS Emergency Management Systems 

EOC Emergency Operations Center 

ERMA Environmental Response Management Application 

ET-SURGE Extra-Tropical Surge 

FBI Federal Bureau of Investigation 

FEMA Federal Emergency Management Authority 

FOA Funding Opportunity Announcement 

FPGA Field Programmable Gate Array 

FRAM Ferroelectric Random Access Memory 

FVCOM Finite-Volume Coastal Ocean Model 

GLMA Great Lakes Maritime Academy 

GNOME General NOAA Operational Modeling Environment 

GPS Global Positioning System 

H Hydrogen 

H2O Water 

HBCU Historically Black Colleges and Universities  

HF High Frequency 

HFO High Fidelity Observer 

HFR High Frequency Radar 

HIOMAS High-Resolution Ice-Ocean Modeling and Assimilation System 

HP Hewlett Packard 

HSARPA Homeland Security Advanced Research Projects Agency 

HYCOM Hybrid Coordinated Ocean Model 

IABP International Arctic Buoy Program 

IACUC Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee 

ICE Immigration and Customs Enforcement 

IISoS Integrated Intelligent System of Systems 

IMO International Maritime Organization 

IRB Institutional Review Board 

ITAR International Traffic in Arms Regulations 

LRAUV Tethys Long-Range AUV 

LWIR Long Wavelength Infrared 

MBARI Monterey Bay Aquarium Research Institute 

MDA MacDonald, Dettwiler and Associates Corporation 

MEMACE Maine Maritime Academy Continuing Education 

MIZMAS Marginal Ice Zone Modeling and Assimilation System 
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MODIS Moderate Resolution Imaging Spectroradiometer 

MOM Merit of Measure 

MSARS Maritime Situational Awareness and Response Support 

MSI Minority Serving Institutions 

NAIS Nationwide Automatic Identification System 

NAMEPA North American Marine Environment Protection Association 

NCEP National Centers for Environmental Protection 

NIST National Institute of Standards and Technology 

NOAA National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration 

NSIDC National Snow and Ice Data Center 

NWS National Weather Service 

O Oxygen 

OODA Observe-Orient-Decide-Act 

OpenCV Open Computer Vision 

ORGS Office of Research and Graduate Studies 

ORR Office of Response and Restoration 

ORR Office of Response & Restoration 

OTS Off-the-shelf 

PCB Printed Circuit Board 

PDO Project Development and Oversight 

PI Principle Investigator 

PM Program Manager 

POA Port of Anchorage 

POAC Port and Ocean Engineering in Arctic Conditions 

R&T Research & Technology 

RCR Responsible Conduct of Research 

RDC Research and Development Center 

RDT&E Research Development 

ROMS Regional Ocean Modeling System 

RPM Remote Power Module 

RPMC Remote Power Module Compact 

SC Steering Committee 

SCADA Supervisory Control and Data Acquisition 

SES Social-Ecological System 

SOP Standard Operating Procedure 

SPC Strategic Planning Committee 

STCW 

Standards of Training, Certification and Watchkeeping International Maritime 

Organization 
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TI-OMAP Texas Instruments Open Media Applications Platform 

TPIC Transition Planning and Implementation Committee 

TRL Technology Readiness Level 

UAA University of Alaska Anchorage 

UAV Unmanned Aerial Vehicle 

UGV Unmanned Ground Vehicles 

USB Universal Serial Bus 

USBL Ultra-short Baseline 

USCG U.S. Coast Guard 

USCG D17 U.S. Coast Guard District 17 

USV Unmanned Surface Vehicles 

USV Unmanned Surface Vehicles 

UUV Unmanned Underwater Vehicle 

UW University of Washington 

VHF Very High Frequency 

VPRGS Vice Provost for Research and Graduate Studies 

VVT Verified, Validated and Tested 

WHOL Woods Hole Oceanographic Institution 

YK Delta Yukon Kuskokwim Delta 
 

 


